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ABSTRACT 

Hierarchical, modular specification of discrete-event models offers a basis 

for reusable model bases and hence for enhanced simulation of truly varied design 

alternatives. This dissertation develops a knowledge-based environment for hierar

chical modelling and simulation of discrete-event systems as the major part of a 

longer, ongoing research project in artificial intelligence and distributed simulation. 

In developing the environment, a knowledge representation framework for modell

ing and simulation, which unifies structural and behavioral knowledge of simulation 

models, is proposed by incorporating knowledge representation schemes in artificial 

intelligence within simulation models. The knowledge base created using the 

framework is composed of a structural knowledge base called entity structure base 

and a behavioral knowledge base called model base. 

The DEVS-Scheme, a realization of DEVS (Discrete Event System 

Specification) formalism in a liSP-based, object-oriented envirofu-nent, is extended 

to facilitate tile specification of behavioral knowledge of models, especially for ker

nel models that are suited to model massively parallel computer architectures. The 

ESP-Scheme, a realization of entity structure formalism in a frame-theoretic repre

sentation, is extended to represent structural knowledge of models and to manage it 

in the structural knowledge base. An advantage of the knowledge-based environment 

is that it is capable of automatically synthesizing hierarchical, modular models from 

model base resident components defined by the extended DEVS-Scheme under the 

direction of structural knowledge using the extended ESP-Scheme. Since both im

plementation and the underlying USP language are accessible to the user, the result 
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is a medium capable of combining simulation modelling and artificial intelligence 

techniques. 

To show the power of the environment, modelling and simulation 

methodology in the environment are, presented using an example of modelling a hy

percube computer architecture. Applications of the environment to knowledge

based computer systems design, communications network design, and diagnostic ex

pert systems design are discussed. Since structure descriptions in the environment 

are susceptible to run-time modification, the environment provides a convenient 

basis for developing variable family aLd variable structure simulation models such as 

adaptive computer architectures. Thus, the environment represents a significant step 

toward realizing powerful concepts of system-theoretic based formalisms. The en

vironment also serves as a medium for developing distnbuted simulation architec

tures for hierarchical, modular discrete-event models. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer simulation-modelling of a real system and experimentation 

with the model by a computer - has been a powerful problem-solving technique in a 

variety of disciplines. The purpose of simulation is to verify/evalu<lte the design or 

understand the behavior of new systems before they are implemented, as well as to 

optimize the operation of existing systems, thereby saving money, effort, and time. 

Advanced computing technology in both hardware and software has made 

it possible to develop advanced simulation environments. Over the last decade, Ar

tificial Intelligence (AI) techniques have played an important role in developing such 

environments. These environments use various AI knowledge representation 

schemes to express knowledge in simulation models, resulting in so-called 

knowledge-based simulation systems [23], [24], [29], [39], [41]. The AI knowledge rep

resentation schemes are much more flexible and require less programming effort 

than conventional simulation environments. 

1.1 Motivatjon and Goals 

The discrete-event world view is a very natural way of thinking about real 

world large systems. Such world view formalism represents a system as a set of ob

jects-for example, processors, memories, buses, and i/o's in a parallel computer sys

tem - and ways in which the objects interact with one another. A set of finite events 

represents the interaction among objects, which ultimately changes the state of the 

objects. The collective state of the objects defines the state of the system. Because 

discrete-event simulation evaluates the state of the system only when an event oc

curs, it is more efficient in many cases than other simulation techniques. 
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Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) developed by Zeigler [561. 

[57] is a mathematical formalism that provides a formal basis for specifying discrete

event models expressible within simulation languages. Within the formalism, dis

cret-;,-event models can be specified in hierarchical, modular form; component 

models may be coupled together to build a composite mode~ which in turn may be 

coupled together with other models to form a higher-level coupled model. Such com

ponent models andlor coupled models can be stored in a knowledge base called 

"model base" and reused to develop hierarchi~ modular discrete-<:vent models. 

The composition tree can represent such a hierarchical structure of com

ponent models and couplings. By genera1izing the composition tree concept to repre

sent not jnst a single mode~ but a family of pOSSIble models, Zeigler [571 introduced 

the concept of the system entity structure. Combined with the model base. the system 

entity structure provides a unifying concept of knowledge representation scheme 

consistent with system-theoretic insights. 

A modelling methodology for complex, multifacetted systems proposed by 

Zeigler [57] is based on a system entity structure/model base combination. The 

knowledge representation scheme of the simulated models in his methodology is sys

tem-theoretic involving two types of knowledge, structural and behavioral. The 

model base consists of a set of models representing behavioral knowledge. Each 

model in the model base can be used to create isomorphic models that are syn

thesized and then simulated. A structure knowledge representation scheme. the sys

tem entity structure represents decomposition, coupling, and specialization relation

ships of the model. The system entity structure with such a specialization hierarchy 

capability is the basic means of organizing the set of all possible configurations of the 

system to be synthesized. Thus. the methodology could provide excellent prospects 
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for applying AI in simulatio~ resulting in a knowledge-based simulation environ

ment. 

The compatibility between object-oriented programming paradigms and 

discrete-event world view formalism has been well noted [34]. [62]_ The program

ming paradigms support the concepts of object classes and message passing between 

objects. In such paradigms, an object that represents a real world counterpart is a 

package of data structure and associated operations. Moreover, the programming 

paradigms are directly related to the so-called frame theoretic knowledge repre

sentation schemes of AI. In such schemes, classes of objects form a taxonomical 

hierarchy according to their degree of generality. This hierarchy can reduce a 

tremendous amount of information redundancy by inheriting attnbutes and methods 

from general to specialized classes [10]. [16]. [49]. [50]. 

Discrete-event simulations have been used in many areas of system design 

such as manufacturing systems design, communication networks design, computer 

network protocols design, and parallel computer architectures design [18]. In such 

application areas, simulation models are much more reliable and accurate than are 

analytical ones that have necessarily omitted aspects of the behavior of systems under 

design. Moreover, most systems to be designee do not have a just one configuration, 

but have a family of possible configurations of generic components. A knowledge

based simulation environment can provide a means for designing such complex, mul

tifacetted systems, which cannot be well supported by conventional simulation en

vironments [42]. [43]. [47]. 

Thus, research on the knowledge-based simulation environment has the 

following general goals: 

L to develop DEVS formalism in a USP-based, object-oriented programming sys

tem to support the behavioral knowledge base. 
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2. to develop system entity structuring formalism in frame·theoretic representations 

to support the structural knowledge base, and 

3. to develop a powerfui. knowledge·based environment for hierarchical modelling 

and simulation by use of the above knowledge bases. 

This study has the following goals within the general ones: 

1. to propose a knowledge representation framework for modelling and simulation 

by combining artificial intelligence knowledge representation schemes within simula

tion modelling, 

2. to extend the DEVS formalism in an object-oriented framework to facilitate 

specifying kernel models including broadcast, hypercube, and cellular models, 

3. to develop algorithms for isomorphism checks between pairs of models in an ob

ject-oriented programming system, 

4. to extend system entity structuring formalism in frame-theoretic representations to 

support the structural knowledge base, 

5. to develop a poweiful, knowledge·based environment for hierarchical modelling 

and simulation using the 1 to 4 listed above, 

6. to demonstrate modelling and simulation methodology in the developed environ

ment using an example of modelling hypercube computer architectures, 

7. to propose applications of the developed environment to many knowledge~based 

desigo problems, and 

8. to propose further work on the developed environment to provide more powerful 

sUF,>crt for the knowledge-base simulation and desigo. 

1.2 Method of Approach 

The concepts of modularity and model base are presented in first section of 

this dissertation. This discussion shows 1) that modular system models can have a 
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hierarchical structure in which component systems are coupled together recursively 

to form larger ones, and 2) that model base can be a reusable knowledge base in the 

hierarchical model development. Tne hierarchical, modular development of discrete

event models is described using the concepts. As this dissertation shows, modularity 

is an important property of the OEVS formalism that will be developed. The model 

base supported by the DEVS formalism plays an important role as a reusable 

knowledge base in the development of hierarchical modular discrete-event systems. 

A new programming paradigm, the object-oriented programming 

paradigm. is Lien introduced, with which a discrete-event world view formalism is 

very compatible. In the conventional programming model using languages such as C 

or PASCAL, a programming system is composed of a collection of data and the pro

cedures that manipulate the data. In such a ~odel, it is natural to think of a program 

as being centered around a main routine that calis on other routines to work at ap

propriate times. One problem with such a programming model is that data and pro

cedures are treated as if they were independent of each other. This problem leads to 

program structures radically different from the structure of the real world model. 

Furthermore, the decision-making power of the model is concentrated in the main 

routine; the other routines playa supporting role and come alive only during the 

period in which the flow of control passes through them. This may not be the case 

with a real world view of systems in which decision-making power may be distributed 

over the components of the system. An object-oriented programming paradigm using 

ianguages such as USP [1]. [4]. [50]. C+ + [48] or Smalltalk-80 [19] can solve the 

above problems as Chapter 3 shows. 

As mentioned earlier, modularity is an essential property of the DEVS for

malism to be developed. However, objects in typical object-oriented paradigms are 

not modular systems in that although they embody the concepts of state, they neither 
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have a time base no: are they hierarchical or modular. The dissertation shows how to 

extend the object-oriented programming paradigm to the modular system paradigm 

to develop the environment for modular, hierarchical modelling and simulation of 

the discrete-event systems. 

We will then propose a system-theoretic knowledge representation 

scheme. The representation scheme is a basis for representing model knowledge to 

build a reusable knowledge base in the environment to be developed. In such a rep

resentation scheme, two differeni types of knowledge represent models: structural 

and behavioral. The system entity structuring formalism represents the structural 

knowledge; the model base contains the behavioral knowledge of the models. The 

entity structure/model base combination provides a unifying concept of knowledge 

consistent with system-theoretic insights. 

The DEVS formalism in a LJSP-based, object-oriented environment [59], 

[63] will be extended. The formalism is a theoretically well grounded means for ex

pressing hierarchical, modular discrete-event systems. A set theoretic formalism, the 

DEVS formalism will be expressed in the object-oriented programming environ

meiIt, resulting in a powerful basis for combining symbolic and hierarchical, modular 

discrete-event modelling and simulation [12], [17], [35]. The formalism will be used 

as a basis for building the model base. The normal form of DEVS specification will 

be given to show the expressible power for the model development. 

The system entity structuring formalism developed by Zeigler [57], [60] is 

then extended iii the frame-theoretic formalism in a liSP-based environment. Both 

knowledge representation scheme and the basic concept of the formalism will be 

presented. Basic operations for the entity structure will demonstrate its power in the 

management of model base. The models in the model base will be synthesized using 

the operations discussed above. 
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The modelling methodology under the environment will be presented by 

developing models of alternative parallel i::omputer architectures, for example, 

broadcast, hypercube, and cellular architectures. The simulation methodology of the 

developed models will also be discussed as the means for evaluating the performance 

of different architectures. 

Finally, the dissertation will discuss applications of the developed environ

ment to various system designs including computer networks protocol, and computer 

architectures for AI. 

1.3 Qrganization of Thesis 

Chapter 2 will present the concept of modularity and model base in the 

development of hierarchical models. The specification of both intemal and external 

coupling schemes to develop modular systems will be presented. In Chapter 3, an ob

ject-oriented programming paradigm will be descnbed to show the relationship be

tween this paradigm and the discrete-event world view fonnalism. The chapter then 

will compare object-oriented paradigm with modular systems paradigm. This chapter 

will also show how the non~modular object-oriented systems can be extended to the 

modular systerr..s. Chapter 4 will discuss the knowledge representation schemes in the 

system~theoretic insights and propose a unified knowledge representation scherae 

for modelling and simulation, Chapter 5 will then extend the DEVS formallsm in a 

LISP~based, object~oriented environment. This chapter will present organization of 

the classes, some class variables, and some methods, especially those for kemel

models. Algorithms to check isomorphism between pairs of models will also be 

presented. In Chapter 6, extension of the system entity structuring formalism in a 

frame-theoretic, USP environment will be described. The chapter will present con

cepts, axioms, and operations of the entity structure. Modelling and simulation 
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methodology in the developed environment will be demonstrated by using an ex

ample of modelling and evaluation of alternative parallel computer architectures in 

Chapter 7. Chapter 8 will cooclude the dissertation by summarizing the results, show

ing the main cootnbutions, and suggesting further research related to our work. 

--- -~~~--~~----
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Concept of modularity and model base have been employed to create a 

knowledge-based environment for modelling and simulation of discrete-event 

models. To compose such models in a hierarchical manner, decomposition of models 

with their coupling schemes bas to be specified to show how component models are 

coupled to build higher-level models. The composiiion tree represents such decom

position and coupling schemes in coupled models. This chapter first descnbes the 

concepts of modularity and model base, and then presents specification of coupling 

scheme to be required developing hierarchical models. 

21 Concepts of Modularity and Model Base 

Modularity and hierarchy are important properties in the software system 

design. In such a system, a module is a program text that can function as a self-con

tained and independent unit addressing only a single, logically coherent task. Such a 

module unit should be totally independent of the source of input, the destination of 

output, and the history of activation of the module. The important reason for keeping 

modules independent has to do with modification and testing of the software system. 

Interaction of such a module with others can occur only through predeclared 

input/output ports. In the modular software system discussed here, we can treat the 

module unit much like a eircuit board; we can remove one module and plug in a dif

ferent one without affecting the remainder of the system, as long as the input/output 

specifications for the two modules are identical. 
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Such a module is well characterized by a system that can be defined by an 

input/output interface, which characterizes the module's interaction with other sys

tems, and a state object, which represents the memory of the system. The system so 

defined naturally bas an information biding feature in that only those aspects of the 

system state that can be inferred from its input/output behavior are visible to, and 

can be manipulated by, the outside world. 

Systems may be coupled to build composition systems, which may themsel

ves be employed as components to be coupled with other systems to form higher 

level systems. A hierarchical construction is a finite recursion of such couplings. Thus 

a module is a programming construct that may be formally characterized as the sys

tem defined above. A software system specified by interfacing such modules is then 

usually characterized as a coupling of such systems. These concepts apply to the dis

crete-event world in which the DEVS formalism is a system-theoretic characteriza

tion of the programming constructs employed in discrete-event simulation languages. 

Model base, a reusable behavioral knowledge base, has a set of models that 

are either atomic (models with no components) or coupled. The models in the set 

represent behavioral knowledge; how models behave when they receive stimuli. New 

models can be saved in, and saved models can be retrieved from, the model base. 

Models so retrieved may be used to create isomorphic models that can be either 

atomic or coupled. Model behavior so retrieved will be attached to corresponding 

model structures to comprise a complete model that functions as an abstract 

simulator. 

Fig. 2.1 shows the fundamental concepts of modularity and model base. 

Suppose that models A and B (Fig. 2.1 (a» are in the model base. If these model 

descriptions are in the proper modular form, we can create a new model by specify

ing an operation ealled coupling [35), [36) that consists of internal and external cou-
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pIing: how the input and output ports of A and B are to be connected to each other 

(internal coupling) and to external ports (external coupling). The resulting model AB 

(Fig. 2.1 (c», called a coupled model, is once again in modular form. As can be seen. 

the term modularity, as used bere, means the description of a model in such a way 

that it has recognized input and output ports through which all interaction with the ex

ternal wor1.d is mediated. Once placed into the model base in Fig. 2.1 (b), AB can it

self be employed to construct yet larger models in the same manner used with A and 

B. This property, called closure under coupUng, enables hierarchical construction of 

models [57]. 

An important benefit of such modular construction is that a model in the 

model base can be readily, and independently, tested by coupling a test module to it. 

The ability to do such testing at each stage of a hierarchical construction facilitates 

reliable and efficient verification of large simulation models not otherwise attainable. 

Test modules for models can be developed in a systematic manner using the concept 

of experimental frame, which specifies the input, control, and output variables and 

constraints desired of the experimentation. Another important benefit is that we can 

change one component model to a different one without affecting the remainder of 

the model. Moreover, the model, if it contains within itself the ability to transform in 

appropriate circumstances, can dynamically add modular unit(s) to itself by applying 

a sequence of admissible transformations to an initially specified skeleton [15], [52], 

[61]. 

2.2 Specification of the Coupling Scheme 

The coupling scheme (CS) is specified by a set of three relations-external 

input coupling (EIC), external output coupling (EOC), and internal coupling (IC)

each of which is represented by a set of ordered pairs of ports. Formally, an ordered 
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pair of ports of the form (MLpl, M2p2) means that the output portpl of mode! M! 

(M1pl) is connected to the input port 1'2 of mode! M2 (M2p2). In this specification, 

"Mlpl is connected to M2p2" means that information flows only from M1p! to 

M2p2. Thus, the coupling scheme of any model can be represented by the collection 

of three relations, namely, CS = (EIC, EOC, Ie). 

External input couTJling is the relation of the input ports of the coupled 

model to those of the component models. It indicates how the input ports of the 

composite model are connected to the input ports of the components. For example, 

external input coupling, EIC = {(AB.in!, run) (AB.in2, Bjn)} in Fig. 2.1 (d), means 

that input port in} of AB is connected to input port in of ~ and input port in2 of AB 

is connected to input port in of B. The period prefixes the name of a component to 

names of ports to uniquely identify them. This notation obviates having to give dif

ferent names to all the ports. 

Ertemql Qutput coupling is the relation of the output ports of the coupled 

model to those of the component models. It represents how the output ports of the 

composite model are connected to the output ports of the component models. Thus 

EOC = {(B.Dut, ABoOut)} in Fig. 2.1 (d) means that the output port out of B is con

nected to the output port out of AB. 

Internal coupling is the relation of the output ports of the components to 

the input ports of other components. It specifies how the components inside the 

coupled model are interconnected by indicating how the output ports of some com

ponents are connected to input ports of other components. The specification Ie = 

{(A.Dut, Bjn!) (BoOut!, Nn!)} in Fig. 2.1 (d) means that the output port out of A is 

cOIlai.ected to the input port ini of B, and the output port outl of B is connected to 

the input port in! of A. 
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2.3 Modnlar Composjtion oTHierarchicaJ Models 

The composition tree in Fig. 21 (d) shows how components A and B are 

coupled to form the coupled model AB. We think of the coupling specification, CS 

= (EIC, EOe, IC), as being attached to the line descending from All before it split 

into components A and B. In other words, the coupling is associated with decomposi

tion of AB into components A and B. Each element of CS can be either a set of a 

pair(s) of ports or an empty set to specify external input coupling, extemal output cou

pling. or internal coupling as discussed in 2.2. We will later consider that there may be 

more than one decomposition of a system, and that each one has a coupling 

specification associated with it. 

A hierarchical model can be defLYJ.ed recursively in the following manner: 

1) An atomic model by itself is a hierarchical model. 

2) Suppose C is a coupled model and Cl, CZ, .... ,en are hierarchical models. 

We can construct a new hierarchical model by adding CI, C2, .....• en to the com

ponents of C and specifying associated coupling with them. 

The general pattern by which hierarchical models can be constructed is shown in Fig. 

2.2. As in Fig. 2.2 (a), a component can be either an atomic model or a coupled 

model. In the latter case, it is built from one or more components and an associated 

coupling specification. Since the term component appears twice, the diagram unfolds 

to an arbitrary depth. For example, if we stop the recursion after one round, we get 

the diagram shown in Fig. 2.2 (b). We can construct an actual hierarchical model 

from such a pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.3. We start at the top, the root of the tree, and 

choose the coupled model, which we label ABC. This choice necessitates specifying a 

coupling scheme and a set of components that can be atomic models or coupled 

models. We choose two atomic models, Al and A2, and two coupled models, B and 
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C. Each of the latter, in tum, requires a coupling scheme and a set of components. 

Selecting atomic models Bl and B2 for Band Cl and C2 for C completes the hierar

chical construction. 

component 
.u. 

I I 
atomic model coupled model 

~ 
components coupling 

III 
component 
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atomic model coupled model 

~ 
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Fig. 2.2 Hierarchical Model Construction. 
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2.4 Hjerarcbical Modylar Discrete-eyent Model J)eyelopment 

To specify models in modular form requires that we adopt a different view 

from that fostered by traditional simulation languages, the limitation of which are il

lustrated in [6]. As with modular specification in general, we must view a model as 

processing input and output ports through which all interaetion with the environment 

is mediated. In discrete-event systems, events determine values appearing on such 

ports. More specifically, when external events, arising outside the model, are received 

on its input ports, the model description must determine how it responds to them 

(extema/ transition). Also, internal events arising within the model change its state as 

well as appear themselves as events on its output ports to be transmitted to input 

ports of other model components called inj1uencees (internal transition). 

A pseudo-code can straightforwardly specify such internal and external 

transition of a model. The model can have one or more input/output ports. Each 

input port of the model has its own responses to the external events, which represent 

externally caused transition. Every input port requires the specification of an external 

transition, in the form of when receive X on input port P ••... The internal state transi

tion can be specified in the form of a process description that contains a phrase of the 

form send Y to output port P. 

As an example of an atomic discrete-event mode~ consider a simple buf

fering model having a queue, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The model has three input ports, 

in, stop_send, and dDne. The input port in receives packets outside the model to be 

queued. The dDne port receives acknowledgment of the downstream processor when 

it is ready to receive another packeL The stop_send port control the state of system 

(phase state) from the up stream process. The output pon out is for sending packets 

in the queue downstream. The pseudo-code description appears in Fig. 2.4. To 



external transition specification 

when receive x on port in 
insert x in queue 
if one in queue then 
got~ ~EJgparation-time 
else continue 

end when 

when receive done on port done 
if Dot empty queue then 

0" : = preparation-time 
gotoSEND 

else continue 
end when 

when receive x on port stop send with elapsed time e 
ifphase = SENDandx-= stop then 

processing-time-Ieft : = a - e 
passivate 

else if phase = PASSIVE and x = start then 
0": = processing-time-Ieft 
gotoSEND 

else continue 
end when 

internal transition specification 

SEND: hold(u) 
send first in queue to port out 
remove first from queue 
passivate 

end SEND 

Fig. 2.4. Buffer Model and Transition Specification. 
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achieve modularity in discrete-event models, two state variables e (elapsed time in 

current phase) and a (time /eft in current phase) have been used, which are assumed 

to be managed by the simulatinn executive. 

The external transition specification has three when receive phrases, one 

for each input port. The first when receive. •• phrase says that when a input value is 

received on a port, it should be queued. If it is the only member of the queue, con

trol should be sent to the phase SEND, otherwise the model should continue (no new 

internal event will be scheduled). Similarly the second when. receive ... says when a 

input value received on a portdone the queue is checked; if it has members in it, con

trol should be sent to the phase SEND. In the internal transition specification, there 

is only one phase SEND in which a model stays a period,preparatiDn-time. This stay

ing causes an internal transition to be scheduled at (current time + preparation·time). 

As soon as the event occurs, the model sends the first value in its queue to the port 

out. Then the model removes the first value from its queue, and it passivates in the 

phase PASSIVE (no next internal event will be scheduled). 

The phase PASSIVE is a "grouod" pbase of the model in which it waits for 

external events while engaging in internal activity of its own. The phase "continue" 

indicates that the time remaining in the phase in which the model finds itself is not to 

be changed as result of the external event processing. To express an interruption re

quiring a change in scheduling we replace continue statements by those manipulating 

a, as the specification for the input port StlJp _send shows. This external event, when 

its value is stop, causes the model to leave its current phase SEND and abort tbe cur

rent transmission; when its value is start, transmission is reo-initiated by causing the 

model to re-enter the phase SEND. 

In the first case, changing the value of a from a finite one to infinity cause 

change of tbe schedule. Supposing that the time already spent in preparing the out-
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put need not be repeated when transmission is resumed, we store the remaining time 

(a - e) inprocessing-time-1eft for restoration to a upon re-entry to the SEND phase. 

Bach processmg-time-left would be saved when there are two or more jobs in 

suspended states of this kind at once. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OBJECT-ORIEN1ED PARADIGM AND MODULAR SYSlEMPARADIGM 

The object-oriented programming paradigm is a technique in which a 

software system is decomposed into subsystems based on objects. In such a paradigm, 

computation is done by objects sending messages among themselves. The object

oriented programming technique enhances software maintainability, extensibility, 

and reusability (5j, (41j. Modelling formalism that We develop in a knowledge-based 

environment specifies discrete-event models in modular form. However, object

oriented programming paradigm that we employ to develop such a environment can 

not organize objects - models - in modular form. By comparing the modular system 

and object-oriented paradigms. this chapter seeks a way to express our modelling for

malisrn in modular form using object-oriented programming envll'onment. 

3.1 Object-Oriented Paradjgm 

3.1.1 Concepts of Qhiect-Oriented Programming 

Conventional software systems, implemented by languages such as C or 

PASCAL, tend to consist of collections of subprograms based on functional decom

position techniques that concentrate on algorithmic abstractions. Such systems has 

both a main program and subprograms that are called by the main program to work 

at appropriate times. Thus, the decision-making power of such systems is con

centrated in the maLl1 program. The subprograms playa supporting role and come 

alive only when the flow of control passes through them. 

However, in a real world system, it is natural to think that compo~lents are 

distributed throughout the system and interact with one another. Accordingly, a 

simulated model of such a system would have distributed components, each of which 
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may have decision-making power of its owo. It follows that the conventional 

programming technique is not well suited to modelling and simulation of such a sys-

tem. 

In contrast to conventional programming techniques, object-oriented tech

niques implemented by object-oriented languages such as C+ + [48]. SCHEME

SCOOPS [50]. LOOPS [4]. or FlAVORS [54] encourage a much more decentralized 

style of decision-making by creating objects that may exist throughout the life of the 

program. Such objects may act as experts in their own task assignments by incor

porating the appropriate knowledge within their own definitions. This distribution 

and localization of knowledge simplify the main routine and relieve it its decision

making power. 

3.1.2 Qhl= 

The basic units of the object-oriented program are objects. Each object has 

its own variables that represents its information, and procedures called method that 

describes the manipulation of its variables. Only the methods owned by the object 

caD access and change the values of the object's variables. Values originally assigned 

to the variables of an object will persist indefinitely throughout its lifetime unless 

they are changed by some method. Thus, the variables collectively constitute the 

state of the object. Only the methods of an object can change its state by sub

sequently changing the values of its variables. 

A message is a specification that tells bow the variables of an object are 

manipulated. Message passing is a process by which objects can communicate with 

each other, and with higher levels of control, to cause changes in their states. The ob

ject that receives a message is called receiver of the message. Each receiver has its 

own protocol, a set of messages that it can respond to. General form of a message is: 



(send 01 m1 a1 a2 ..... an) 

where 01: receiver, name of object, 

ml: name of method to be applied, 

aI, a2, .....• an: list of argument values 
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This represent a message sent to object 01 telling it to apply its method rol with the 

argument values aI, a2, .... , an. Carrying out the orders of this message may change 

the state of the object andlor produce an output in response to the message. 

One of the most useful concepts afforded by the object-oriented paradigm 

is that different objects caD have variables or methods having the same names. 

However, different objects have a different set of values of the variables. A set of 

such variables exclusively owned by an object can be private. Such methods may ex

hibit a basic similarity in pu.."'Pose despite a difference in the detailed manner in 

which this purpose is achieved. 

3.1.3 Object Classes and Inheritance 

In object-oriented programming systems, objects having similarities among 

them are not defined individually but by means of a class definition. Such a definition 

provides a template for creating any number of instances (objects), each one an iden

tical copy of a basic prototype. The class definition specifies information on name of 

class, class variables, instance variables, methods, constructor, destructor, and in

heritance. 

Objects are organized into a family of mutually distinct homogeneous clas

ses to implicitly share certain, common properties using a technique called in

heritance [10]. The object-oriented paradigm provides a natural way to exploit such a 

-------- ~ ~---- ---- ----
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technique to afford economy of class definition and extensibility. Actually, already in 

1965 the discrete-event simulation language SIMUlA [16] introduced concepts of 

class and class inheritance. In the simplest case, a class only inherits from at most one 

parent class (or superclass). and tbe classes form a tree structure, a specialization 

hierarchy under a root class. 

The root class, a class having no parent class, is the most general class. A 

new class can be defined based on the older classes including the root class from 

which aU features including class variables, instance variables and methods are in

herited. Such a new class is more specialized in that it may have additional variables 

and methods of its own, based on differences between the class and its parent. Its 

children, if created, may be even more specialized, inheriting from the parents and 

hence from the grandparents. General definitions for methods provided by the root 

class can be used to interface with higher-level procedures. The specialized defini

tions for methods provided by the more specialized classes can override such general 

definitions if both definitions have the same names for methods. The system may 

evolve by adding more and more specialized classes v..ithout changing the higher level 

procedures as long as the newly introduced specialized methods are as compatible as 

the general ones. Thus extensibility and program evolution are inherent in the object

oriented programming approach. 

3.2 Comparison of Modular Sy<o:tem and Object-Oriented Para~;'!ms 

In modular system paradigms a coupled system can be specified by a set of 

modular components and their coupling scheme [56], [57]. Such a modular component 

has a time base and can be defined by an input/output interface, which characterizes 

its interaction with other components or with the coupled system, 3.TJ.d a state, which 

rep~esents the memory of the system. Thus, the modular system paradigms operate 
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on a time base and have recognized input and output ports through which all interac

tion with the environment occurs. Such modular system models can have a hierarchi

cal structure in which component systems are coupled recursively to form larger ones. 

Objects in typical object-oriented paradigms can not form a modular system 

in that although they embody the concept of state, they neither have a time base nor 

are tbey hierarchical or modular in the above sense. A message format in such 

paradigms might not include recognized input and output ports, which is essential in 

modular system models. Thus, communication protocol for message passing of object

oriented paradigms is much simpler than that for modular system ones. For example, 

an object 01 in object-oriented paradigms can send a message to an object 02 ex

pecting a value to be returned from 02 to 01 immediately. no recognized input and 

output ports of 01 andlor 02 can be specified for such message passing. 

In modular system paradigms, however, each component has input and out

put ports on which values are placed. Such a value placed on an output port, out, can 

be transmitted to any input port, in, such that (out, in) is in a coupling relation. 

However, an arbitrary, but definite time will elapse between a component Mrs input 

to a component M2 and M2's responding output to M1. During this interval, both 

M1 and M2 may also be engaging in their individual activities. Minimizing overhead 

of such information exchange in modular system paradigms may require maintaining 

multiple, redundant copies of each other component's variables. 

In addition to maintaining such redundant copies, each object should have 

input and output ports to extend the object-oriented paradigms to the modular sys

tem ones. Specification would then be necessary for input port of the object to tell 

how it behaves when it receives a message on each input ports. Such specification in

cludes the moment at which the redundant copies of variables update their values. 
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3.3 TransfQnnat~on of Non-Modular to Modular System 

Zeigler [57] has shown a systematic method to transform a non-modular 

system to modular one by categorizing the non~modular system into three cases as 

show-n in Fig. 3.1: 

case 1) component 2 has write access to a variable of component 1; 

case 2) component 1 has read access to the state of component 2; and 

case 3) component 1 is blocked at a waituntil statement. 

To modularize a system in case 1), write access in component 2 should be 

replaced by 1) providing the component 1 with an external input port, and 2) specify

ing how the component 2 alters the value of v by means of message sending to com

ponent 1. Component 2 should send a message vex) to component 1 whenever com

ponent 2 wishes to alter the value of v, where v is the variable it wishes to write on 

and x is the value to be written. Accordingly. component 1 needs to assign the vari

able v to the value x whenever it receives a message v(x) from component 2 on the 

external input port provided. Cases 2) and 3) can be Similarly modularized using 

more complex method than that used in the case 1) [57]. 

3.4 Object-Oriented ModeJUng and SimulatioD 

Object-oriented programming provides a natural means of representing 

knowledge in a form suited for simulation modelling. In such a representation, a 

simulation model consists of objects, called components, which are connected to form 

a network. We consider that each real component has a set of states that changes over 

time when they interact wiw each other. 

Object models of these components can also have state variables repre

sented by instant variables whose values are cbanged when messages are communi

cated and methods are applied. This sets up a cOm!Spondence between real com-
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panents, their states, and interaction on the one band, and object counterparts, state 

variables, and message passing communication on the other. Such a correspondence 

is a natural one provided that the real system interactions can be conveniently repre

sented by message communication. 

If simulation implements a form of discrete-event simulation, state changes 

are brought about as events scheduled on a time base. Since classes for models and 

classes for simulators are defined separately, instances of a model class must be at

tached to instances of the corresponding simulator class to simulate the model [59]. 

This idea will be illustrated in chapter 5, where we describe class organization of the 

realization of the DEVS formalism in an object-oriented environment. 
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CHAPIER4 

KNOWlEDGE REPRESENTATION IN MODElliNG 

Solving a problem requires a valid description of the problem. Knowledge 

representation is a set of principles useful for such a valid description. AI, a problem

solving method, needs represented knowledge about a problem on which inferencing 

mechanism is applied to solve the problem. Simulation, another problem-solving 

method, also needs to represent knowledge in some way about a simulated system so 

that we can observe the behavior of the system. Since two problem-solving strategies 

are fundamentally different, corresponding representation schemes have different 

aspects of knowledge. Thus. representation schemes in AI may lack the ability to rep

resent what classical modelling formalisms can represent easily, and vice versa. This 

chapter explores AI t-.nowledge representation schemes and proposes a scheme in 

modelling and simulation by combining schemes in AI and in classical modelling. 

4.1 Knowledge Representation Schemes jn AI 

Although there are many ways to represent knowledge in AI, there is no 

best and most useful scheme for all classes of problems. Nevertheless, knowledge 

representation, originated by Minsky's theory of frames [31], is one of the current re

search areas in AI seeking the best and most useful representation scheme. Because 

a representation scheme is related to a particular inferencing mechanism, the most 

useful scheme for one class of problems is not necessarily so for other classes of 

problems [55]. To gain all advantages from different representation schemes requires 

a combination of two or more schemes as is often the case in real knowledge-based 

systems. Some of these schemes are commonly used in AI applications. 
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Rule-based representation (Fig. 4.1) is the most common knowledge repre

sentation scheme in AI. A set of rules, which is unstructured, is used to represent 

knowledge about reality. A rule - a pair of condition and action -specifies an action 

that will take place under a certain set of conditions when it is evaluated by a rule in

terpreter or an inference engine. Whereas the rule-based knowledge representation is 

the simplest scheme, it has the following weaknesses [38]: it limits the representation 

of causal knowledge; it cannot model the structure of a system, and it has difficulty to 

managing and modifying large number of rules. 

Frame-based representation (Fig. 4.2) is a knowledge representation 

scheme that models real-world systems with underlying causal knowledge in a data 

structure called "frames." A frame, a template for holding clusters of related 

knowledge, contains a set of slots that bold different types of information associated 

with the frame. Unlike a set of rules, frames are organized such that each frame can 

contain subframes arranged in a hierarchical fashion, which allows them to share 

redundant information among frames through an inheritance mechanism. The in

heritance mechanism is particularly important as the size and complexity of problems 

to be solved are increased. Nevertheless, the frame-based representation has weak

ness too [38]: it is much more complicated to construct than is rule-based repre

sentation, and it is not adequate to represent the behavior of a system to be observed. 

As a result, a combination of rule-based and frame-based knowledge representation 

is often expedient. 

Forma! logic (Fig. 4.3) is a third common way to represent knowledge. For

mal logic, also known as predicate calculus, represents information such that the user 

can formally checks whether the information is true or not [33]. Knowledge repre

sentation using predicate calculus has a set of statements, each of which has form 

P(aI, a2, ...... ), where P is the predicate and aI, a2, ... are argoments. Besides express-

,----------------



Rule 1: If A 
thenB 

Rule 2: If Cl and C2 
thenD 

Rule 3: If E and F and G 
!henR 

Fig.4.1. Rule-Based Knowledge Representation. 
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Fig. 4.2. Frame-Based Knowledge Representation. 
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Fig. 4.3. Formal Logic-Based Knowledge Representation. 
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Fig. 4.4. Semantic Network Knowledge Representation. 
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ing basic facts and descriptions, formal logic provides a method for deduction, a pro

cedure that deduces new facts using known facts. Although formal logic is brief to 

represent knowledge, it concentrates on too much of the mathematics of logic, which 

may not be important in some problems. 

A semantic network (Fig. 4.4). which is basically graphical representation 

for binary-predicate version of predicate calculus, is yet another knowledge repre

sentation structure commonly used in knowledge base [38]. The semantic network 

employs node-and-arc graphical notations to represent objects, a~.or'.s, or events. 

Nodes of the networks represent objects; arcs show the relationships between them. 

We can add new knowledge to existing representations by creating nodes and arcs 

and then adding objects and their relationships. Thus, relationships between objects 

in semantic networks form a hierarchy, which makes inheritance mechanisms in

herent in semantic networks. 

A script invented by Roger[46} is a frame~like structure that describes 

stereotype sequences of events that occur in everyday situations. The stereotypical 

knowledge representation scheme has been used in a natural language system to un

derstand meaning of a natural language. 

4.2 Knowledge Representation in ModeIHpg 

Knowledge about systems can be represented in two different forms: static 

and dynamic. A static form of knowledge represents the "what"about systems 

whereas a dynamic one represents the "how." Representation schemes in AI-such 

as frame-based representation, representation using formal logic, and semantic net

works-represent knowledge in a static form because its basic problem-solving 

strategy - logical infe~c:!cing about facts or the ''what'' - may not require knov.'ledge 

about the behaviors-the "how" -of objects. 
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On the other hand, most modellers are interested in representing 

knowledge in dynamic fonn to descnbe and observe dynamic behaviors of models by 

simulation on a time base. However, complete modelling requires botb forms of tbe 

above knowledge representations to simulate botb !be inner s/nictUre and tbe outer 

manifestation of a system. For example, a differential equation model for analogous 

electrical circuits can represent tbe behavior of tbe circuits but may not know about 

how tbe components of tbe circuits -such as Rs, Ls and Cs-are connected. In fact, 

more !ban one circuit may be represented by tbe same set of differential equations. 

Representing botb static and dynamic knowledge about a system is a step 

toward a complete knowledge representation scheme to represent tbe structure and 

behavior of a system. However, which scheme represents tbe structure and which 

represents tbe behavior of tbe system? To answer tbe first question, we may try to 

construct the system using one of the representations. However, we have to use both 

representations to identify the structure of tbe system where knowledge about tbe 

system structure is intermixed between tbe two representations. For example, most 

computer hardware descriptiDn languages can not explicitly represent tbe structure of 

computer systems. Components of the system such as memory, registers, program 

counter, etc. are listed in the declarotiDn part of the laoguages. Yet, tbe interconnec

tions amoog components can not be indicated by tbe part; whereas procedures that 

represent the system's behavior may have such knowledge. 

A knowledge-based environment for hierarchiea/ modelling and simuloJion 

that will be developed here needs to explicitly represent botb s/nictUre and behavior 

knowledge of a system. One reason is that such an explicit representation allows us to 

construct a system hierarcnicaUy withOut changiu6 the existing behavior knowledge 

of components in tbe system. The other reason is that it allows us to employ tbe mul· 

tifaceted modelling methodology using the system entity sInIt:tu1e /onnoJism, as we shall 

~----~--.---
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see in a later chapter. As was recognized in [11], diagnostic expert system design also 

requires the explicit representation of structure and behavior knowledge about a sys

tem to be diagnosed. In such a system, structure knowledge combined with reasoning 

about faulty behaviors indicates locations of faults by simulating the system using be

havioral knowledge after inserting faults to it. 

4.3 System-TheQretic R~5entatjQD 

System theory view of world distinguishes between the structure and the be

havior of a system. The structure of a system, its inner constitution, can be repre

sented by decomposition and coupling scheme of the system Decomposition tells how 

a system may be broken down into component systems; the coupling scheme indi

cates how these components may be interconnected to reconstitute the origina! sys

tem. Thus, decomposition and coupling should be fundamental relations in repre

senting a structure knowledge of a system. On the other hand, the behavior of a 

system, its manifestation, can be represented by empirical or causal representations. 

Empirical representation shows actual records of data gathered from a real system or 

model; causal relations are integrated into units called models, which can be inter

preted by suitable simulators to generate data in empirical form. 

The structure of a system may not be fixed as the system operates. Some in

telligent systems can change their structure dynamically to adapt demands from the 

external environment. For example, an adaptive computer can change its architecture 

dynamically to adapt its workload demands [15], [52], [58]. To represent such a 

dynamic structure, we need to represent knowledge in a way that all possible variants 

of a component of the system should be represented. Thus, the system may select one 

component out of all variants by applying admissible structure transfonnations based 
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on external demands. This representation provides a convenient basis for developing 

variant family and variable structure simulation models [13], [21], [61]. 

Taxonomy, which bas not been focused on in system theory, can represent 

such varia..'1ts of a component and their specializations. The three relations of decom

position, coupling, and taxonomy of a system can represent a dynamic as well as static 

structure of the system. System entity structure can combine the three relations to 

represent a structure knowledge of a system, as we will see in the next section. 

The structure of a system can be represented in a hierarchically distributed 

n:.anner. In modelling, such a hierarchical representation allows us to model a com

plex system so that we can construct the complex system after constructing com

ponents of the system and testing them. We can partition a component into subcom

ponents and these subcomponents into their subcomponents and so on until the 

component is small enough to be tested. To represent the structure of the system in 

this way, we partition the system into subsystems in a hierarchical fashion. Then, we 

separately represent the structure of the system and its subsystems and sa on in a dis

tributed manner. To employ such distributed structural knowledge representation, 

we develop facilities to reconstitute the original system from a set of distributed 

structural knowledge of the system. 

4.4 A ProPQsed Representation 1 Isjng :wtern Entjty StOlcture and Model Base 

System entity structure, a declarative scheme related to frame-theoretic and 

object-based representations, combines the decomposition, taxonomic, and coupling 

relationships to represent the structural knowledge of a system [57]. Entity structure 

base con'tan-IS a set of such system entity structures. As a system is broken into subsys

tems, the structure or the system is represented by more than one entity structure. 

On the other hand, model base contains a set of models that represent behavioral 
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knowledge of systems in a modular form. The models in the set are expressed in clas

sical and AI-derived formalisms. Structural and behavioral knowledge of a system 

can be explicitly represented by system entity structures in entity structure base and 

models in model base, respectively. 

A representation scheme using the entity structure base and model base is 

not a complete knowledge representation scheme. How can the original system be 

reconstituted using the entity structures in entity structure base and models in model 

base? In fact. the structure of a system can be represented by more than one entity 

structure and models in model base are either atomic or coupled. Thus, in addition 

to the structural and behavioral knowledge of the system, synthesizing knowledge is 

needed. The synthesizing knowledge is causal relations from which models in the 

model base are retrieved and synthesized. 

As a result, we propose the framework shown in Fig. 4.5, an extended ver

sion of Zeigler's proposal [62]. The knowledge base consists of entity structure base, 

and model base. The system entity structure base contains system entity structures 

that hierarchically represent distributed structures of systems. The model base con

tains a set of models that represent behavior of systems in modular form. We employ 

the framework to develop a knowledge base for iiiQdelling and simulation in this 

study. To do so, we first need environments to develop entity structure base and 

model base, which are topics for next two chapters. 



-- KNOWLEDGE BASE --------------1 
ENTITY STRUCTURE BASE - I MODEL BASE ~ 

;, :' ~ ~, ~ I f,,:Q:b II 

Fig. 4.5. Proposed Knowledge RepresentatioD/Base Scheme. 
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DEVS-SCHEME: DEVS FORMAIJSM IN AN OBJECf-ORIENTED 

FRAMEWORK 
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DEYS (Discrete Event SJ.istem $,pecijicatian) formalism, developed by 

Zeigler [55], [571, specifies discrete-event models in hierarchical, modular form. 

DEVS-Scheme, first realized by Zeigler [59], is an environment for modelling and 

simulation of discrete event systems that realizes the DEVS formalism and its as

sociated abstract simulator concepts in a liSP-based, object-oriented framework. 

Based on theoretically well-grounded DEVS formalism and abstract simulator con

cepts [7], [9], DEVS-Scheme allows users to access both the implementation and un

derlying LISP language, resulting in a powerful medium combining simulation 

modelling with AI techniques [25]. Specifying discrete-event systems in hierarchical, 

modular form, DEVS-Scheme plays an important role in developing a reusable 

model base, a collection of models representiog behavioral knowledge of the systems 

in the knowledge base, as we presented last chapter. This chapter briefly reviews the 

DEVS formalism and abstract simulator concept, and then describes the develop

ment of DEVS-Scheme in detail. 

5.1 Review of PEVS Formalism and Abstrw;t Simulgtor 

5.1.1 DEVSFormaUsm 

A set-theoretic formalism, DEVS formalism can specify atomic and coupled 

discrete-event models in hierarchical, modular form. In the formalism, an atomic 

DEVS is defined by a structnre [57] 

M= <x,s,Y,5int, &ext, >.,ta> 

where 

~~~~---~--~----



x is a set, the external input event types 

S is a set, the sequential states 

y is a set, the external output event types 

Sint is a function, the internal transition specification 

lleX! is a function, the external transition specification 

, is a function, the output function 

ta is a function, the time-advance function 

with the follmving constraints: 

(a) The total state set of the system specified by M is 

Q = {(s,e)Is eS,O" e" ta(s)}; 

(b) Bint is a mapping from S to S: 

Oint:8-S; 

(c) 6ext is 2 function: 

&ext:Q xX_S; 

(d) ta is a mapping from S to the non-negative reals with infinity: 

ta:S~R, and 

(e) , is a mapping from Q to Y: 

"Q~Y. 
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An interpretation of the DEVS and a full explication of the semantics of the DEVS 

are in [57]. 

Closed under composition, the formalism defines a coupled DEVS in 

modular form as a structure [57]: 

DN = < D, {Mi}, {Ii}, {Zi,j}, SELECf > 

where 

D is a set, the component names; 

for each i in D, 



Mi is a component 

Ii is a set, the influencees of i 

and for each j in Ii, 

Zij is a function, the i-to-j output translation 

and 

SELECT is a nmction, the r~-bleaking selector 

with the following constraints: 

Mi = < Xi,SiBi,iai;> 

Ii is a subset of D, i is not in Ii 

Zi,j:Si_Xj 

SElECf:subsets of D _ D 

such that for any non-empty subset E, SElECf(E) is in E. 

5.1.2 Abstrqct Simulators for DEJl:S S~tems 
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The ahffrqd ffinulqtm; defined by Zeigler [57], is a conceptual device 

capable of interpreting the dynamics specified by the DEVS formalism. Two types of 

the abstract simulator have been defined; one for atomic DEVS and the other for 

coupled DEVS. Also, the architectures and performance of distributed simulation sys

tems, derived from the abstract simulator concept, have been intensively studied [3}, 

some of which were implemented by multiprocessor computer systems [8], [9], [53]. 

The abstract simulator for atomic DEVS (Fig. 5.1) has five variables that 

realize the dynamics of the atomic DEVS. The correctness of the atomic DEVS 

simulator has been proved in [57], and the algorithm for the simulato!' that is divided 

by two parts-when receive (x,t) part and when receive (o,t) part-was given in [57]. 

The functions of the simulator are to schedule internal events, execute transitions due 

to such events, and execute transitions caused by external events. 
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(x, t) 

or (*, t) 

when receive an input (x,t) 
dODe : = false 

iftL,$ t ~ tNthen 
e:= t-tL 
s : = lia/(s,e,x) 
tL:= t 
tN:= tL + tars) 

else error 
done:= true 

end when 

when receive an input ( ... ,t) 
done: = false 

ift:= tNtben 
Y:= >-(s) 
s:= /lint(s) 
tL:=t 
tN:= tL + tars) 

else error 
done:= true 

end when 

Simulator 
for M 

Fig. 5.1. Abstract Simulator of Atomic DEVS. 
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Simulator 
fDr Mt. 

Simulator 
,.. tJ Ix. tJ for No 

~ ____ ..J Dr Dr 

'<. tlUJ '-. to..zl 

when receive an input «,1) 
done: = false 

iflL sIs INthen 
:l~ .:~~:~: c.r.:~nent simulator i 
IL:=I 
tN: = minimum. of component tNS 

else error 
done:= true 

end when 

when receive an input (.,t) 
done:= false 

ifl:= IN then 
find the simulators with minimum IN 
SELECT one, i*, and send the in~t (0,1) to it 

:':~!ill'~~~ar~*e~ ~:~~:nc:lceesdone 
IL:=t 
tN: = minimum of component INS 

else error 
done:= true 

end when 

Fig. 5.2. Abstract Simulator for Coupled DEVS. 
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The abstract simulator for coupled DEVS is shown in Fig. 5.2. Each model 

component Mi is handled by its own simulator Si that is assumed to correctly simu

late the corresponding component. In addition to such component simulators, the 

abstract simulator has a global coordinator whose responsibility is to synchronize the 

component simulators and to handle external evenis. As was the case in the atomic 

DEVS simulator, the algorithm for the coupled DEVS simulator was divided by two 

ph:ases oi when receive ... parts as was in Fig. 5.2. The correctness of abstract 

simulator for the coupled DEVS has been also proved [9], [57]. 

5.2 DEVS-Scbeme 

DEVS-Scheme, an implementation of DEVS formalism, is principally 

coded in SCOOPS, the object-oriented superset of Scheme llSP. The taxonomical 

hierarchy of classes of DEVS-Scheme (Fig. 5.3) represents general classes and their 

specialized classes with some instance!class variables attached. Note tllat some in

stance variables are inherited from general to specialized classes, as is the case in the 

object-oriented envrrorunent. For example, kernel-models inherits its instance vari

ables. out-in-coup and class, to its three specialized classes, broadcast-models, hyper

cube-models, and cellular-models. This kind of information sharing through in

heritance mechanism is one of the main advantages of the object-oriented 

programming over the conventional programming as we pointed out in previous 

chapter. 

After a brief review on the earlier DEVS-Scheme [59], we describe details 

of its extension in this study that includes the development of: 

• kernel-models class and its specialized classes; 

• creation of new models and new classes; 

• algorithm for checking isom07phism between a pair of models; 

e methods to initialize number of components inkemel-models to start simulation, and 
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• capability to save and restore state of state variables in simulation. 

5.2.1 ReviewofEadjerDEVS-Scbeme 

52.1.1 Class Entities 

Class entities comprises the universal class that provides tools for 

manipulating objects not only in these classes but also through inheritance, in any of 

their subclasses. Since DEVS-Scheme is implemented in an object-oriented 

programming system, the definition of entities includes constructor and destructor as 

well as class variables, instance variables, and methods. Procedure mk-ent and method 

destroy implement constructor and destructor, respectively. Details of such general 

facilities including mk-ent, show-class, name_entity, destroy are in [59]. Models class 

and processors class are the main subclasses of entities. 

5.2.1.2~ 

As shown in Fig. 5.3, the models class is further specialized into the major 

classes atomic-models and coupled-models, which in tum are specialized into digraph

models and kernel-models. Kernel-models, newly realized in this study, are also 

specialized into more specific classes: broodeast-models, hypercube-models, and cel

lular-models. Objects of such classes realize either atomic DEVS or coupled DEVS 

specified by the DID'S formalism. 

5.2.1.3 CJaSS Atomic-models 

atomic-models realizes the atomic level of the DEVS formalism by use of 

its variables and methods that correspond to components of structure in the for

malism. Four instance variables of the atomic-models, namely int-trans[n, ext~transfn, 

outputjn, and time-advancefn realize the internal transition junction, external transition 

function, output function, and time-advance function of atomic DEVS, respectively, 
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when they are evaluated. Methods of atomic-models and their examples are 

described in detail in [59]. [63]. 

MODELS l,prDem" 

-pllN!nt 

-JnpOf't 

"outp&Jl't 

-cel1-positiQl! 

I 

ENTITIES 

III "" -naJIfl 

PRDCESSORS I,·"",n, 
-devs-t:ofI/Jontmt 

.. ti/lll-of-illst-ellcnt 

.. tilllB-ol-ntlxt-event 

I 
ATCMIC-MODELS COUPLED-MOllELS SIMULATORS CO-ORDINATORS ROOT-CD-ORDINATORS 

-ind-vsl's ~ -cl/!}dreIJ 
.. Jnt-transln "receiVers 

.. flxt-trsnsfn -lnfluencees 

-autputfn 

.. tilDe-aQVBncefn 

-JH:h11d 

-nit-list 

_clock 

DIGRAPlt-+IODELS KERNEL-MODELS 

.. cOIIJPosi tian-tl'ee 

.. inf1uence-dJgl'apfl .. Qut-Jn-colQ1 

-ClIl5S ~ 
,1nit-«11 

BROAOCAST-MODEl.S HYPEACUBE-MODELS CEU.U1.AFI-MODELS 

-ext-couP 

-nUIII-lnfl 

-ext--coup 

.. Infl-g,.JgJr. 

"$truct~ 

Fig. 5.3. C1ass Hierarchy of DEVS-Scbeme. 

hE~~i~!=:/c1ass variables 
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52.1.4 Class Cqupled-modelt 

Coupled-models is the major class which embodies the hierarchical model 

composition of the DEVS formalism. Digraph-models and keme/-models are 

specializations that enable specialization of coupled models in specific ways. In 

DEVS formalism, we define coupled-models by specifying its component models (also 

called children) and desired communication Iinks among the children. Instance vari

ables corresponding to children and coupling relations, and methods that manipulate 

the variables, realize the formalism. Methods, get-childnn, get-influencees, get

receive"" and translate are available for any speciaIizations of coupled-models [59). 

5.2.1.5 CIa" Digraph-models 

Digraph-models, a specialized class of coupled-models, is composed of a 

finite set of esplicitly specified children and an esplicit coupling scheme connecting 

them. Internal and external coupling relations specify how output ports of children 

couple to input ports of other children, and how input/output ports of coup/ed-models 

couple to input/output ports of its components, respectively. Methods, buiJd-com

position-tree, set-ext-out-coup, and set-ext-inp-coup are available for specifying an ex

ternal coupling scheme. Set-inf-dig and set-int-coup are methods for internal coupling 

specification. 

5.2.1.6 Class PracesS'Q!'N 

Simulation management in DEVs-scheme is based on abstract simulator 

principles [7), [57). The principles are implemented by three specialized classes of 

processors:simulat<m, coordinato"" and root-coordinato"" as shown in Fig. 53. The 

simulato.. and ooordinato", are assigned to handle atomic-models and coupled·models 

in a one-to-one manner. The model-processor pairing is recorded by instance vari

ables of models and processors; processors have an instance variable, devs-com-
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ponent, and models have an instance variable, processor. A TOot-coordinator manages 

the overall simulation and is linked to a coordinator of the outmost coupled model. 

Simulation proceeds by means of messages passed among the above three 

specialized processors, which carry information concerning external events and inter

nal scheduling, and others needed for synchronization. Types of messages to be trans

mitted and received are: X, ~ y, and done. Each message bears information about mes

sage source, time, and content, the last of which, in turn, consists of port and value. 

While x-message and *-message are transmitted from parent processor to its 

child(ren), y-message and done-message are transmitted from cbild(ren) processor(s) 

to its parent. 

Different processors respond to a message in different ways. Ukewise, a 

processor responds to different messages in different ways. Fig. 5.4 summarizes how 

processors respond to different types of messages when they receive them. During 

message passing among processors, the processors that receive a message consult 

with the attached devs-components and get knowledge-such as receivers, influen

cees, interface map and others - that is required to route the received message to 

their appropriate components. For example, if the processor is a coordinator, it con

sults with the attached coupled model. If consulted, the coupled model computes 

receivers, influencees, and interface map, using its methods get-receivers, get-influen

cees, and translate, respectively, as requested. The following section presents such 

methods for each specialized model class of kernel-models to be developed. 
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Messages Types of Type of Destination Processor's Devs-components 
Types Source Destination Response Methods Applied 

done 

COOR COOR send x to its receivers 

COOR 

COOR 

SIM compute its external 
transition 

or COOR send· to its imminent 
child ROCO 

COOR 

SIM 

SIM 

compute output y 
if possible 

send y to its parent 
compute internal transition 

or COOR 
translate y to x 
send x to parent 
send x to source's COOR 

SIM 

influencees 

wait until done from 
receivers if done 
reponds to x-message 

or COOR wait until done from all 
COOR influencees if done 

responds to y-message 

compute minimum of 
next event time 

Fig. 5.4. Processors' Responses to Messages. 
COOR : coordinator 
SIM : simulator 
ROCO : root-coordinator 

get-receivers 

ext-transition 

output? 
get-parent 

int-transition 

translate 
get-parent 

get-influencees 

get-wait-list 

get-wait-list 
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5.2.2 ExtensjoD of DEV£SclJeme 

The earlier DEVS-Scheme introduced by the previous section is extended 

by introducing a new class and its subclasses. The new class is kernel-models class, 

which is specialized into three subclasses [25]: broadcast-models, hypercube-models, 

and cellular-models. The specialization of the kernel-models is based on the coupling 

scheme of the models; different specialization models have different internal and ex

ternal coupling schemes. 

5.2.2.1 pass Kernel-models 

The keme/-models is different from digraph-models - which is also a spe

cialized class of coupled-models - in that: 

1) its components are of the same class (called it kernel c/ass); 

2) its components are isomorphic models (defined in section 5.2.2.7), and 

3) its coupling schemes, both intemaJ and external, are l:.niform. 

The kernel-models class can be further specialized into three subclasses: 

broadcast-models, hypercube-models, and cellular-models. The idea of such specializa

tion is based on coupling scbeme, both external and internal. The external coupling 

scheme can be specified either hnplicitly or explicitly. Specification of the internal 

coupling scheme of the keme/-models requires two parts. The first part specifies in

fluencees of components, each of which has a uniform pattern. The second part 

specifies a list of pairs of ports. Such definitions of influencees for each specialized 

class of kernel-models are presented in the following sections. 

We define three coupling schemes: broadcast coupling, hypercube coupling, 

and cellular coupling, which are realized by the subclasses broadcast-models, hyper

cube-models, and cellular-models, respectively. The facilities make-broadcast, make

hypercube, and moke-cellular are provided to create a broadcast model, a hypercube 
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model, and a cellular model, respectively (Fig. 5.5). More specifically, (make-hyper

cube MS) creates an instance of hypercube-models through the following steps: 

(1) create a model entity named hc-MS; 

(2) assign kernel class MS to an instance variable class; 

Fig. 5.5. 

MODELS 

JJ. *-
MS 

1 make-kernel MS 

KERNEL-MODELS 

I 
inst 

I 
ker-MS 

III ~lass <- MS 

M inst 

I 
init-cell 

Facility Make-kernel for Kernel-models. 
"-kernel" can be one of 
{"-broadcast" "-hypercube" "-cellular"} . 
• -: MS is any subclass of MODELS except MODELS 
< - : MS is assigned to instvar class 



(3) create aprocessorentity named C:hc-MS; 

(4) create an instance of the kernel class and assign it to init-cell, and 

(5) attach hc-MS to C:hc-MS. 
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The same steps can be applied to create instances of broadcast-models and cellular

models using their respective facilities. 

[nit-cell, created in step (4) above, plays an important role in creating 

isomorphic components of the kernel models, as is required by method make-kemel

members (Fig. 5.6). Another instance variable of the kernel-models, out-in-coup, 

specifies how to translate output ports to input ports of the internally coupled com

ponents. The external coupling scheme of the kernel-models is either implicit or ex

plicit but is uniform. 

J IPB~e...j(ernel-members M 

KERNEL-HOOELS 

ll'-

i lrt 

,,,-

Fig. 5.6. Creation of Members of Kernel-models. 
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The kemeI-modeIs class is useful for modelling and simulation of multi

levei computer architectures that are candidates for near-future computer architec

tures to efficiently solve very complex AI problems [14], [20], [22], [51]. In such com

puter architectures, many processor elements, JlOSS1bly each of which has the same 

processiog power and architecture, are connected to perform an overall computa

tional task in parallel. The interconnection topologies of the processor elements and 

associated communication protocols decide the performance of such para11el com

puters [40]. Broadcast, hypercube, and cellular interconnections of the processor ele

ments are the most common topologies to be considered for such performance 

studies. Moreover, appropriate combinations of the three connection schemes make 

it possible to model more general multi-level computer architectures such as pyramid 

architecture [51] and connection machine architecture [20]. 

5.2.2.2 Class Bmgdt;qst-madels 

Broadcast-models is a simple but important subclass of kErnel-mode/s. All 

components of a broadcast model communicate directly with each other and with the 

outside world. For all components to communicate directly with each other, influen

cees of a component M of the broadcast model should be all components except M. 

The method get-influencees of broatlcast-mode/s computes the influencees of a com

ponent and returns a list of the iofluencees. Ukewise, for all components in a broad

cast model to communicate directly with the outside world, all components should be 

directly connected to the broadcast modeL The method gel-receivers for the broad

cast-models returns a list of all components of a broadcast model. Fig. 5.7 shows 

some instance variables of classes and method for kernel-models that will be used in 

developing vatious methods in this chapter. Methnds get-receivers andget-inf1uencees 

of broatlcast-mode/s are shown in Fig. 5.8 <al and (bl, respectively. 



models 
cell· position 

coupled+models 
this-model 

digraph-models 
composition-tree 
children 
influence-digraph 
se/ectjn 

kernel-models 
init-cell : init cel1l'ertaining to kernel models 
out-in-coup : out m coupling table 

hypercube-models 
ext-coup: external coupling type 
num-infl : number of influencees 

cellular-models 
ext-coup: external coupling type 
infl-origin : influencees pattern of origin cell 
structure: structure type of cellular mod 

atomic-models 
ind-vars : state va.riables 
int-transfn : internal transition function 
ext-transfn : external transition function 
outputjn : output function 

(a) 

method get-childrenO 
return list of instances of kernel class 

(b) 

Fig. 5.7. Instance Variables and Methods to be Used. 
(a) instance variables of classes 
(b) method for kernel·models 
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The pairs of ports coupled between components and the outside world are 

implicit in that all components of a broadcast model are connected to the broadcast 

model. However, the pairs of ports internally coupled among components of the 

broadcast model are explicitly specified by a method add-port-pair. The method add

port~pair for the broadcast model adds a pair composed of an output port of a com

ponent and a connected input port of its influencees in a table called out-in-coup, an 

instance variable inherited from kernel-models. The table maintains all such pairs of 

ports in the broadcast model. 

method get-receiversO 
apply method get-children to this-model 

(a) 

method get-influencees(m) 
return list of all components of this-model except m 

(bi 

method translate(ml m2port-nome) 
if ml or m2 is this-model 

return port-name 
else 

return port name associated with port-name in out-in-coup table 

(c) 

method make-members(name n) 
apply method make-kernel-members with name and n to this-model 
return list of components created 

(d) 

Fig.5.S. Methods for Broadcast-models. 
(a) get-receivers (b) get-influencees 
(c) translate (d) make-members 
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A method translate for the broadcast-models, applied with two models and a 

port name, computes a port name connected to the given port. The method translate 

returns the port name if either of the two models are the broadcast model itself. 

Otherwise, it looks up the out-in-coup table with the given output port and returns a 

connected input port to the output port. The method translate for the broadcast

models is shown in Fig. 5.8 (c). 

An instance of broadcast-models newly created by the facility make-broad

cast does not have any components (children). However, the broadcast model can 

create components by using its method make-members with a name and a number for 

the new components. The method make-members asks the broadcast model to apply 

its method make-kemel-members (Fig. 5.6) , which, in turn, asks the init-cell of the 

broadcast model to apply its method make-new with the given name and number of 

components. The methods make-members are shown in Fig. 5.8 (d). 

A method print-graph of broadcast-models displays names of components 

and out-in-coup table in its window. 

5.2.2.3 CJaSS f{ypefcube-mode4 

hypercube-models is a specialization of kernel-models, an instance of which 

realizes the hypercube configuration representing a well-known multiprocessor com

puter architecture [28]. In such a configuration, any n-dimensional hypercube 

configuration consists of two isomorphic (n-l)-dimensional hypercube configura

tions. 

Both internal and external communication schemes for a hypercube model 

are different from those for a broadcast merleL!n regard to the internal communica

tion scheme, a component communicates only with some of the closest neighbor

hoods in the hypercube, resulting in minimum communication paths among the com-
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ponents. To specify the number of influencees of a component, an instance variable 

num-infl is provided, which can be gettable and seltable using methods get-num-infl 

and set-num-infl. respectively_ The method get-injluencees of hypercube-models first 

accesses the num-infl and returns the first num-infl number of the closest neighbor

hoods in the hypercube (Fig. 5.9 (b)). 

In contrast to the broadcast-models, the internal coupling scheme for a hy

percube model is specified for each influencee of the origin cell in the form of a 

triple. The triple consists of a cell position of an injluencee of the origin cell, an output 

pon of the origin cell, and an associated input port of its influencee. Since the inflen

cees pattern for the hypercube-models is unifonn, the internal coupling of a component 

and its influencees in a bypercube model caD be computed by using the coupling 

scheme of the origin cell position and its influencees. 

The method translate, applied with two model names and a port name, 

computes a connected port name to the given port. The method returns the port 

name if one of two models is a hypercube model itself and its external coupling type 

is the broadcast. If the external coupling of the hypercube model is origin-only, the 

method checks whether one oithe two is a member of its receivers. If one oftbemis a 

receiver, the given port name is returned. Othetwise, it looks up the out·in-coup table. 

Since the out·in<oup table has the cell positions of the influencees of the origin cell, 

the method computes a cell position of an influencee of the origin cell from the cell 

position of the given influencee before it looks up the table. 

For example, consider a 3·dimensional hypercube model shown in Fig. 

5.10. The out-in-coup table of the model contains «1 00) out1 in1), «0 1 0) outZ 

inZ), and «001) out3 in3), meaning that port outl of the origin cell is connected to 

port inl of its first influencee (M4), port out2 of the origin cell is connected to port 

in2 of its second influencee (M2), and port out3 of the origin cell is connected to port 



method get-receiversO 
if external coupling type is origin-only 

return a component at origin 
else 

apply method get-children to this-mode 

(a) 

method get-influencees(m) 
apply methodget-cell-position to m to get its cell position 
compute cell positions of the closest neip,borhoods of m 
select first num-infl numbers of cell posItions 
return list of components in the selected cell positions 

(b) 

method translate(ml m2porl-name) 
if ml or m2 is this-1TUJdel 

if external coupling type is broadcast 
return port-name 

if external coupling type is origin-only and 
either ml or m2 is a member of receivers 
return port-name 

else if m2 is a member of inj1.uencees of ml 
get ce1l1, by applying method get-cell-position to ml 
get ce1l2, by appl¥in~ method/iet-cell-posmon to m2 
perform bit-by-blt bmary addltion of ce1l1 and ce1l2 
call the result of addition influ 
return port name associated with (influ port-name) in out-in-coup table 

(c) 

method make-members(name dimension) 
compute number, n, from dimension 
apply method make-kernel-member:. with name and n to this-1TUJde/ 
apply method set-allcells-positions to this-1TUJdel 
return list of components created 

(d) 

method set-allcells-positionsO 
comput~ dimension, d, of this-model from number of its components 
create 2 number of d-dimensional b!nary coordinates 

whose decimal equivalent starts with 0 and is increased by 1 
associate each component of this-model with each coordinate created 

(e) 

Fig. 5.9. Methods for Hypercube-models. 
(a) get-receivers (b) get-influencees 
(c) translate (d) make-members (e) set-allcells-positions 
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in3 of its third influencee (M,). Assume that the method tronJ/ate is applied with Ms 

locating at (1 0 1), M7locating at (111), and port name out2. Since M7 is an injIuen

cee of Ms. the method tronJlate computes the cell position of the correspondiDg in

fluencee of the origin cell by performing bit-by-bit binary addition of (1 0 1) and (11 

1), resulting in the cell position (0 1 0). By looking up the out-in-coup table with (0 1 

0) and out2, the method tronJ/ate returns the associated port name in2. Likewise, if 

Ml and outI are applied instead of M7 and out2, the method translate returns port 

namein!. 

in 

he -MS -------, 

Fig. 5.10. 3-Dimeosional Hypercube Model. 
exteDal couple type: broadcast 
out-in-ooup table: «(100) out1 in1) 

«011) ou12 in2) 
«001) out3 in3) 
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The number of injlriencees of each cell, num-infl. in a hypercube model 

ranges from zero to the dimension of the hypercube. By definition of its influencees, 

the Hamming distance between positions of a cell and any of its influencees is 1. 

Thus, in a 3-dimensional hypercube mode~ three influencees of a cell at (0 0 0) are 

cells at (1 00), (0 1 0), and (0 0 I), and those ofa cell at (111) are cells at (0 11), (1 

o I), and (11 0), and so on. However, if the number of influencees of the model is 

two, the influencees of the cell at (0 0 0) are cells at (1 0 0) and (0 1 0) in the 3-

dimensional hypercube. 

The components of a hypercube model communicate with the outside 

world either through only origin cell (called origin-only coupling) or through all com

ponents (called broadcast coupling). To specify such an external coupling scheme, an 

instance variable ext-COl.lp is provided. The methods get-ext-coup and set-ext-coup get 

and set respectively, the variable ext-coup. Once the ext-coup of a hypercube model is 

specified, its method get-receivers returns either a list of all components (broadcast 

case) or origin cell (origin-only case) of the hypercube mode~ as shown in Fig. 5.9 (a). 

An instance of hypercube-models newly created bY the facility make-hyper

cube does not have any components (children). However, tbe hypercube model has a 

method called make-members that creates its components and locates them at their 

corresponding nodes in the bypercube. The make-members method, which, in turn, 

asks the hypercube model to apply sequences of two methods, make-kernel-members 

and set-allceU-positions. is applied with two arguments, one for the name of com

ponents and the other for tbe dimension of the hypercube. 

As discussed in tbe broadcast-models, the make-kernel-members applies the 

method make-new to its init-ce1l2D (n is dimension) times to create 2D components, 

each of which is isomorphic to the init-cell residing within it. Then, it applies the 
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method set-a/lce/ls-positions, which generates 2D number of n-tup1e coordinates to be 

attached to corresponding components before locating them in their positioDS- The 

method set-a/lce/ls-positions also assigns a cell located at (0,0, ... ,0) tu origin-ceU, an in

stance variable of the hypercube model This information is used when the hyper

cube model applies its method get-ext-coup to get one of the external coupling 

schemes without inspecting all its components. The methods make-members and set

aUceUs-positions are shown in Fig. 5.9 (d) and (e), respectively. 

The method print-graph of the hypercube model displays all useful infor

mation including cube dimension, list of chiJdren names, exiemol coupling type, num

ber ojinjluencees, and out-in-coup table io its wiodow. 

5.2.2.4 Class CelJylqr-made1.t 

Class cellular-models is another specialized model class of kernel-models. 

The ceUular-models is fundamentally different from hypercube-models in that I) an 

instance of the ceUulm-models can create its components (also called cells) in simula

tion time, and 2) its inj1uencees pattern, which is unifonn for all cells, is explicitly 

specified. To create components io run time makes it pOSSlb1e to model systems with 

variable structure, as is required in modelling adaptive architectures [15], [53), [58), 

[61). To specify such a variable structure type, an instance variable, structure, is per

tained to the ceUulm-mo<k/s. The ceUulm-models descnbed here can realize the for

malism for discrete-event cell space models with arbitrary cell space dimension [56), 

[57). 

In contrast to a hypercube mode~ influencees pattern of a cellular model is 

explicitly specified in terms of a list of cell positions. The cellular model defined bere 

has uniform influencees pattern, i.e., all components in the cellular model have the 

same influencees pattem Thus, only one influencees pattern, influencees pattern of 
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origin cel~ is to be defined by which others can be computed. An instance variable, 

infl·origin, is provided for the influencees pattern of the origin cell. Specifying the in

fluencees pattern explicitly can realize generalized intercommunication links among 

components in the cell space. like the hypercube-models, the pairs of ports coupled 

between a component and its influencees for the ceUuku·models are maintained in 

out-in-coup table. The method add-pan-pair for the cellular-models adds the pairs in 

the table in the same way as the class hypercube-models does. 

Components of a cellular model communicate with the outside world the 

same way as components of a hypercube model. like a hypercube model. an instance 

variable ext-coup, which can be either origin-only or broadcast, represents such an ex

ternal coupling scheme. Accordingly. the method get-receivers of the cellular model is 

the same as that of the hypercube model. The method translate of cellular-models is 

also the same as that of hypercube-models except for the way in which it computes the 

cell position of an influencee of the origin from the cell position of the given influen

cee (Fig. 5.11 (b)). 

Influencees of a cell in the cellular model can be computed from the in

fluencees pattern of the origin cell, infl-origin, for both fixed structure and vorioble 

structure cellular models. The influencees pattern of the origin cell for an n-dimen

sional cellular model is defined by a list of n-dimensional coordinates. For example, 

assume that in a 3-dimensional cellular model, the influencees pattern of origin cell 

is (111)(2 2 2). Then, influencees of the origin cell are two cells at cell positioos (11 

1) (2 2 2). Uniformity of influencees patte!'!!. then requires that influencees of a cell at 

(xy z) in the cellular model be two cells at (x+ 1 y+ 1 z+ 1) and (x+2 y+2 z+2). 

The method get-inj1uencees of the cellular model computes and returns a 

list of influencees of a cell. The method first computes a list of cell positions of in

fluencees. Then, the method checks for the existence of cells in the computed cell 
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positions to return them or create new cells if required. For a fixed structure cellular 

model, the influencees of a cell are a set of existing cells at the computed cell posi

tions. Therefore, each cell may have a different number of influencees because cells 

may Dot exist in some computed cell positions. However, a variable structure cellular 

model applies its method, create-cell, to create non-existing cells to be located at the 

computed cell positions. Therefore, in the variable structure cellular model, all cells 

have the same number of influencees as the origin cell. The method get-influencees 

for cellular-models is shown in Fig. 5.11 (a). 

The facility make-cellular creates an instance of cellular-models with no 

components. Since the cellular model can create its components in simulation time, 

its method make-init-active-cells creates only initially active cells and locates them at 

their associated cell positions. The make-init-active-cells is applied with two argu

ments, one for the name of active components and the other for the list of boun

daries wherein the active components are located. The length of the list of boun

daries decides the dimension of cell space. Creating active components and locating 

them at their corresponding cell positions in the cellular space are similar to these 

processes in the hypercube model. The methods make-active-;nit-cells and set-nev/

cells-positions are shown in Fig. 5.11 (c) and (d), respectively. 

A method copy&paste copies tells in one boundary of cell space and pastes 

them to the other boundary. Copy&paste is applied with two arguments, boundary of 

source cells and boundary of destination cells. The boundary is a list of maximum and 

minimum n coordinates of n-dimensional cell space. For example, boundary ( (-11) 

(02) ) means that the minimum and maximum of the first dimension in cell space are 

-1 and 1, respectively, and that the minimum and maximum of the second dimension 

in cell space are 0 and 2, respectively. Thus, a list «-10) (-11) (-12) (0 0) (0 1) (0 

2) (1 0) (1 2» are cell positions in the boundary ( (-11) (02». The method checks 

,-.---------



method get-influencees(m) 
compute cell position ofm bJ applying methodl;et-ce1l-position to m 
compute cell positions of influencees by translatIng infI-origin 
return list of components in the computed cell positions 

(a) 

method translate(m! m2 port-name) 
if m! or m2 is this-model 

if external coupling type is broadcast 
return port-name 

if external coupling type is origin-only and 
either ml or m2 is a member of receivers 
return port-lUz.one 

else if m2 is a member of influencees of m1 
get celll, by applying method get-cell-position to m! 

~~~;:;;;'e~h~ri~f~ell~~~~:~~htft~fc~llio m2 
call the result of substraction influ 
return port name associated with (in flu port-name) in out-in-coup table 

(b) 

method make-init-acitve-cells(name boundary-list) 
\.':cmput~ number, n, of cells in boundary-list 
~omputc lis! ':If cOJrdinates, coordinate-list, from boundary-list 
apply /IUlke-kernel-members with name and n to this-model 
apply set-newcells-positions with coordinate-list to this-model 
return list of active cells created 

(c) 

method set-newcells-positions(coor-rut) 
associate each component of this-model with each coordinate in coor-list 

(d) 

method copy&pastelfrom-boundary to-boundary) 
make a list of coordinates called src-cor-list that covers from-boundary 
make a list of coordinates called des-cor-list that covers to-boundary 
if length of src-cor-list and des-cor-list is the same 

for each coordinate in src-cor-list 
if a cell does not exist at first element of des-cor-list 

create a new cell and locate it at position of first element 
copy state of the new cell from the cell at the coordinate 
remove first element from the src-cor-list 

(e) 

Fig. 5.11. Methods for Cellular-models. 
(a) get-influencees (b) tra.'lSlate (e) make-init-active-cells 
(d) set-newcells-positIons (e) copy&paste 

,--------
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for the existence of cells at destination cell positions. If cells exist at these positions, 

the method copies the state of the cells from cells at corresponding source cell posi

tions. If cells do not exist at these positions, the method creates new cells at destina

tion cell positions and copies their state from cells at corresponding source cell posi

tions. The method copy&paste is given in Fig. 5.11 (e). 

5.2.2.5 Creation of New CJasseS 

A class from which instances are created may provide kernel classes for 

more than one instance of kernel-models. Such kernel classes can not be identical but 

must be isomorphic copies of each other. To facilitate this copying. a method make

class is provided for each models class shown in Fig. 5.12. Since a class and its sub

class can have the same class structure, the method make-class is such that an in

stance of a class creates subclasses of the class by make-class. 

The subclasses so created have the same class structure as their parent 

class in that their class variables, instance variables, and methods are the same as those 

of the parent class. Moreover, the values of their instance variables are inherited 

from the instance of the parent, which applies the method make-class to create the 

subclasses. 

The method make-class of an atomic model A creates a subclass of atomic

models AS, as shown in Fig. 5.12 (a). The class AS has the same instance variables as 

A has-ind-vars, int-transfn, ett-transJn, and outputfn-the values of which are in

herited from the atomic model A. Similarly, Fig. 5.12 (b) shows make-class of 

digraph-models, where four instance variables of digraph-models are created for DS, 

the values of which are inherited from the digraph model D. Fig. 5.12 (c), (d) and (e) 

show make-class of a broadcast model, a bypercube model, and a cellular model, 



Fig. 5.12. 

ATOMlC-MDDELS 
I .. Ind-vsrs 

.. lnt-transfn 
inst .. ext-transfn 

I .. autputfn 

A 

J lIake-class AS 

ATOMIC-MODELS 

r---n 
lnst AS 

I ... Ind-vars <- A." ind-yars 
-int-transf" <- A. -tnt-transfn 

A .. ext-transf" (- A ... ext-transfn 
.. Dutput tn (- A." output fn 

(a) 

DIGRAPH-MODELS 
I ... composition-tree 

.. influence-digraph 
lnst .. children 
I ... selectfn 

0 

!1I8ke-Class OS 

OISRAPH-MOOB.S 

r---n 
lnst DS 

I ... compos 1 t lon-tree 
(- D. "'caIDPaslt1an-tree 

D .. influence-digraph 
<- D. "influence-dIgraph 

.. children <- D." children 
"selectfn <- D.-selectfn 

(b) 

Creation of New Closses. 

!
a~ atomic-models (b) digraph-models 
c broacicast-models Cd) hyperruhe-models 
e cellular-models 
to be continued) 
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BROADCAST-MODELS 

I : ~~~~~n-ccup 
inst 

1 make-class 5S 

BROADCAST-MODELS 

r----n 
inst as 

.. class (- B ... class 

.. out-in-coup (- B ... out-in-coup 

(e) 

HYPERCUBE-MODELS 

I .. class 
.. out-in-coup 

lnst .. nurn-infl 
I .. ext-coup 

J make-class HS 

HYPERCUBE-MODELS 

r----n 
inst 

I 
H 

HS 
.. class (- H." class 
... out-in-cDup <- H ... out-1n-coup 
... nurn-infl (- H. -nurn-infl 
.. ext-cDup (- H. -ext-coup 

(d) 

Fig. 5.12. (Continued) 
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CELLULAR-MODELS 
I .. class 

.. out-tn-coup 
inst .. ext-coup 
I .. infl-origin 
C ... structure 

1 make-class CS 

CELLULAR-MODELS 

r----n 
lost 

I 
cs 

.. class <- C." class 

.. Dut-in-coup <- C ... Dut-in-coup 

.. ext-coup <- C. -ext-coup 

.. infl-origin <- C." inU-origin 

.. structure <- C ... structure 

(e) 

Fig. 5.12. (Continued) 
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respectively. Note that make-class of each class in the figure creates instance vari

ables and copies the values of the instance variables from their parent class. 

The instances of any models class shown in the class organization of Fig. 

5.3 can created subclasses of a class from which they are created. Creating such sub

classes is needed in three cases. The first case occurs when a kernel model is created. 

The kernel class of the kernel model usually is a subclass of an existing class, and 

creating such a subclass is thus required. 
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The second case is as follows. As discussed in section 5.22.1, after creating 

an init-cell, the kernel model needs to create components, all of which are isomor

phic to the mit-cell. Assume that the init-cell is an instance of kernel-models. Creating 

such isomorphic models then requires the init--cell of the kernel model to create 

isomorphic subclasses, each of which is a kernel class for the isomorphic models. 

To discuss the third case, consider a variable structure cellular model 

which can create its components in the simulation time as required when it computes 

its influencees. What happens if the init-cell of the cellular model is a kernel model? 

This case combines the first and the second cases except that components are created 

during simulation time instead of before simulation starts. This results in the creation 

of subclasses in run time. 

5.2.2.6 CreatioD nfNew Models 

An instance of models class can create models that are not identical to but 

are rather isomorphic copies of the instance (isomorphism is defined in the next sec

tion). Components of a kernel model are such isomorphic copies of an init-cell of the 

kernel model. A method, make-new, provides a means of creating such isomorphic 

copies of a model. All models classes have the method make-new, but its operation 

for one model class is fundamentally different from that for the others. 

An instance of atomic-models creates an isomorphic model by creating a 

new model from the class whereby the instance was created. Since the two models 

are created from the same class, their instance variables have the same structure and 

their methods are the same. In addition, the original model makes copies of values of 

its own instance variables to those of the new model. The method make-new also 

creates a simulator and attaches it to a new atomic model as shown in top of Fig. 5.13 

(a). Bottom of Fig. 5.13 (b) shows the operation for make-new of atomic-models and 

its subclasses. 
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The make-new for coupled-models is different from that of atomic-models. 

The fundamental difference is that isomorphic copies of a coupled model require 

copies of both its components and its coupling scheme. The method make-new of a 

coupled model, as shown in Fig. 5.13 (b), performs the following sequence of opera

tions: 

(1) creating a new model from the class that the coupled model belongs to; 

(2) creating a coordinator, 

(3) attaching the coordinator to the new model; 

(4) creating components of the new model, which are isomorphic to components of 

the coupled model, and 

(5) copying coupling schemes, external and internal, of the new model from the 

coupled model. 

The make-new of a digraph model is shown in boltom of Fig. 5.13 (b), 

where dl is created from d. Two instances, d and dl, are created from the same class, 

DS. Each component of d applies method make-new to create an isomorphic copy of 

the corresponding component of dl. The coupling scheme of dl and d is also isomor

phic. 

Fig. 5.13 (c) sbows the method make-new of kernel-models. The Figure also 

shows the operation of the method make-new for kernel-models, in which a kernel 

model ker-MS creates a new kernel model ker-M1S. In contrast to the digraph 

model, the new kernel model ker-MlS uses its init-ceU to create its components, all 

of which are isomorphic to its init-cell. Since ker-MS and ker-MlS are created from 

the same class, their init-cells are isomorphic. This results in all components ker-MlS 

being isomorphic to those of ker-MS. 

In regard to copying the coupling scheme. each specialization of kemel

models is slightly different. Assume, for example, that ker-MS and ker-MIS are 

--~.---~ _. __ .- .. _----



method make-new(m) 
create a atomic model m from atomic.,nodels class 
create a simulator S:m from simulators class 
attach m to S:m 
copy ind-var:r from this model to m 
copy int-transfn from this model to m 
copy ext-transfn from this model to m 
copy outputfn form this model to m 
returnm 

ATOMIC-MODELS 

ll-
AS 

I 
Inst 

I 

1 make-new a 1 

ATOMIC-MODELS 

ll-
AS 

r------
Inst 

I Isomorph Ie 
a+-===~ 

Inst 

I 
al 

-1nd-vars <- a. -1nd-vars 
-tnt-transfn <- a. -tnt-transfn 
-ext-transfn <- a. -ext-transfn 
"outputfn <- a. "Dutputfn 

(a) 

Fig. 5.13. Creation of New Models. 
(a) atontic-models (b) digraph-models (c) kernel-models 
(to be continued). 
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method make-new(m) 

~~!~:: ~~:Ji::~dC~: :~:: !~:~~~r~e~:~~ass 
attach m to C:m 

fu~~~c~ ~:P~n~~/~l~h~~~~Sdnents-list 
apply met~od make-new to the component 
insert return value of make-new to the components-liSt 

assign components-list to m as its components 
copy composition-tree from this-model to m 
copy inf/uencee-digraph from this-model to m 
copy selectfn from this-model to m 
retumm 

DIGRAPH-HODELS 

11.' 
DS 

I 
ins!: 

I , 
~ 

coupling components 

1 make-nelOl d1 

DIGRAPH-MOORS 

11.' 
DS 

J J 

ins!: ins!: 

J 
isomorphic 

J --, f-- -- --7 '1 --
~ ~ 

COUPling components coupling new-components 

T t J j 
make-new 

isomorphic-coupling 

(b) 

Fig. 5.13. (Continued) 
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method make-new(m) 
create a model m from a class that this-model belongs to 
create a coordinator C:m from co-ordinators class 
attach m to C:m 
copy all instance variables associated with m from this-model 
create mit-cell by applyin~ method maJre-init-ceU to m 
create components from znit·cell of m with the same basic name and number 

of components of this-model using its own method associated with m 
for each components of m 

copy its state from old init-cell of this-model 
returnm 

KERNa.-MOOELS 

lJ.. 
KS 

I 
inst 
I 

ker-MS 

--+--
coupl1ng Init-cell kernel-meiDbers 

1 aake-new MiS 

KERNEL-MODELS 

lJ.. 
KS 

I I 
inst inst 
I isolllorphlc I 

ker-MS ~ -; icer-iiiS 

--+-- -t---
coupling Inlt-cell kernel-membere coupling Inlt-cell kernel-members 

T t f j L-J 
lsolDorpl'l1c I.ke-.elllbers 

lscmorpl"llc-couPllng 

(c) 

Fig. 5.13. (Continued) 
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broadcast models. Then ker-MIS copies out-In-coup table from ker-MS. However, 

the hypercube model and the cellular model have more variables to be copied in ad

dition to out-In-coup, The hypercube model needs to copy num-infl and ext-coup, and 

the cellular model copies ext-coup, infl-origin, and structure. 

5.2.2.7 l'ioma7]Jhirm 

Viewing models as means of specifying systems, Zeigler [57] has developed 

a six-level hierarchy of specifications of systems: observation frame, I/O relation obser

vation, 110 function observation, 110 system, structured 110 system, and coupling of sys

tems. Specifications of a system at such different levels represent the features of the 

system at those levels. One system can be compan~d with a second only at the same 

level at which they are specified. 

A morphism is a mapping from one system to another, which always is an 

onto one. Because of the different features available at each specification level, the 

morphism exists at each level. Constituting the morphism between two systems at an 

appropriate level is a means to compare the structure and/or behavior of the systems. 

One such application of the morphism to verification of simulation relation and 

validation of modelling relation has been briefly outlined [57]. 

An isomorphism is a morphism that constitutes a one-to-one correspondence 

between two systems. The isomorphism between two systems asserts that the systems 

have the same structural features recognizable at the level at which the morphism 

holds. Thus, an isomorphism should be defined at each level. The isomorphisms at two 

levels -I/O system level and coupling of systems level- are to be studied here. 

The purpose of redefining isomOlphism is to develop algorithms to check 

the isomorphism between a pair of models specified by DEVS-Scheme [25]. As was 

presented in previous sections, the models developed in DEVS-Scheme are either 

atomic or coupled. The atomic models, specified by atomic DEVS. are at 110 system 

,-.. ------
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level, and the coupled models, specified by coupled DEVS (multi-component DEVS), 

are at coupling of systems level. Such different levels of system specifications require 

corresponding definitions of isomorphisms at those levels. 

It is necessary to develop an algorithm to check the isomorphism between a 

pair of atomic DEVS models. To do so, we first review a general definition of an 

isomorphism between a pair of systems specified at I/O system level [56]. Then we 

redefine the isomorphism between a paIr of atomic DEVS models to develop the al

gorithm. 

Two systems specified at liD system level are said to be isomorphic if there 

is a homomorphism from one system to the other and the homomorphism is one-to

one. Homomorphism is a mapping from a subset of a state set of one system onto a 

state set of the other such that transition function and output function are commuta

tive (or preservative). However, if systems are discrete event systems, the homomor

phism requires one more condition for preservation at the mapping: commutativity 

of time advance function. 

The algorithm to be developed here is sufficient, but not necessary, to 

ct~ck for a pair of atomic DEVS models created by DEVS-Scheme to be isomorphic. 

Thus, the following definition is sufficient to satisfy the above general definition of 

the isomorphism: 

Two atomic DEVS models are isomorplu'c if four components of structures 

of the two models are such that 

(1) sets of state variables are identical; 

(2) internal transition functions are identical; 

(3) external transition functions are identical, and 

(4) output functions are identical. 

,-----~.---
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Une (1) is sufficient to constitute a mapping from a state set of one atomic 

model to that of the other. Within the mapping, lines (2), (3), and (4) guarantee the 

preservation of internal transition function, extemal transition junction, and time ad

vance function, respectively. as is required for the homomorphism.. Therefore, the 

new definition correctly checks the isomorphism between a pair of two atomic DEVS 

models. 

Based on the new definition, it is now possible to develop an algorithm to 

check the isomorphism between a pair of atomic models. Since state variables, inter

nal transition function, external transition function, and time advance function are in

stance variables of atomic DEVS, the algorithm is a sequence of comparisons of a 

pair of instance variables of two models. The method isomorphic?, pertaining to 

atomic-models and inheriting its specialized classes, implements such an algorithm. It 

is possible to check the isomorphism between a pair consisting of atomic model and 

its specialized model. 

Now we develop an algorithm to check the isomorphism between a pair of 

coupled DEVS models. Because the specification of a coupled system comprises two 

parts, components specification and coupling scheme specification, so does the 

defInition of an isomorphism [571. 

Two systems specified at coupling of systems level are said to be isomO/phic 

if there is a one-to-one correspondence between their components such that 

(1) components are isomorphic, and 

(2) the corresponding influencers and interface maps are identical. 

This definition is recursive in that components of the coupled models can themselves 

be coupled models. The definition of the isomorphism of components recursively 

refers to the definition itself until the components are either atomic models or their 
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specialized models, in which case the isomorphism between atomic models is to be 

cheeked. 

The definition requires two conditions, one for components isomorphism in 

line (1), the other for coupling uomorphism in line (2). Thus, to apply the above 

definition to coupled DEVS models, let us examine the DEVS formalism specifying 

coupled DEVS, and identify which elements of the structure defining coupled DEVS 

are specifications for components and wbich are for couplings. A structure repre

senting coupled DEVS, DN = < D, {Mi}, {Ii}, {Zi,j}, SELECT > , can be divided 

into two parts as follows: 

(1) D, {Mi} for specification of components, and 

(2) {Ii}, {Zi,;}, SELECT for specification of coupling scheme. 

The one-lo-one correspondence between components of two coupled 

models now becomes a one-te-one correspondence between D, {Mi} of two 

coupled models. Condition (1) of the above definition then requires us to check the 

isomorphism between a pair of components for all corresponding pairs. Condition 

(2), on tbe otber band, requires that we do that with the isomorphic coupling 

schemes. Thus, we redefine uomorphism between a pair of coupled DEVS models as 

follows. 

Two coupled DEVS models are isomorphic if there exists a one-te-one cor

respondence between their components such that 

(1) corresponding components are isomorphic, and 

(2) coupling schemes of two coupled models are isomorphic. 

A coupling scbeme in coupled DEVS is represented by a set of pairs of ports. There

fore, uomorphism between a pair of coupling schemes can be defined as follows. 
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A pair of coupling schemes (sets of pairs of ports) of two coupled models 

with correspondence between components is isomorphic if there exists a one-ta-one 

correspondence bet-,veen two sets such that 

(I) two coupled models have corresponding ports; 

(2) corresponding components have corresponding ports, and 

(3) relations of corresponding ports are identical. 

The isomorphism algorithm first requires correspondence between com

ponents of two coupled models. However, we do not develop a general algorithm to 

compute such correspondence. Instead, we develop an algorithm to check the 

isomorphism between coupled models in which correspondence of their components 

can be computed by listing their components in the appropriate order. The following 

is the case. 

In DEVS-Scheme, we know the correspondence of components of two 

coupied modeis if the two models were created from a common ancestor using 

method make-new. For example, make-new of a digraph model M creates a Dew 

digraph model Ml such that M visits each component and creates corresponding new 

components recursively. Therefore, the order in which M visits its components is 

identical to the order in which new components of Ml are created. The method 

make-new visits components of a coupled model in preorder and creates correspond

ing components in such order. 

With the above definitions and the assumption of known correspondence 

of components, we develop the algorithms. The algorithms are different for different 

specialized models of coupled models. For each such specialized model, we have to 

develop its respective algorithms. However, the inheritance mechanism in object

oriented programming gives us an idea about implementing the algorithms into 
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methods. We can implement the algorithms such that common algorithms between a 

class and its subclasses are to be shared. The following realizes the idea 

To check the isomorphism of coupled models, we need to check both the 

components isomorphism and tt:e coupling isomorphism, which are common to all 

specialized classes of coupled-model>. Thus a method isomorphic? (Fig. 5.14 (a)) is 

designed for coupled-model> so that digraph-model> and kernel-model> may use the 

method. The method applies two methods: isomorphic-components? and isomorphic

coupling? The method isomorphic-components? of digraph-models is different from 

that of kernel-model>. 

The method isomorphic-components? of digraph-models checks the isomor

phism between corresponding components of two digraph models. However, in ker

nel-models, we can check that a much simpler way. Members of a kernel model are 

created by init-cell by use of method make-new, which ensures that all members are 

isomorphic to init-cell. Thus, checking the isomorphism between corresponding ccm-

ponents of two kernel models is equivalent to checking the isomorphism between 

init-cells of the two models. Therefore, the methods isomorphic-components? for 

digraph-models and isomorphic-components? for kernel-modeli are designed 

separately as shown in Fig. 5.14 (b) and (c), respectively. 

Since different specialized models of coupled models have different cou

pling schemes, the method isomorphic-coupling? should be different for all special

ized models. Four different methods of isomorphic-coup/ing? have been developed 

for each such specialized model. Fig. 5.14 (d), (e), (I), and (g) show the method 

isomcrph;c·coupling? for digr~ph-model>, broadcast-model>, hypercube-model>, and 

cellular-model>, respectively. Fig. 5.14 (i) shows the procedure isomorphic-tab?, 

called by the method isomorphic-coupling?, which checks isomorphism between two 

tables. 



method isomorphie?(m) 
apply method isomorphic-componen/s? and isomorphic-coupling? 
if lSomorphic-components? and isomorphic-coupling? 

return true 
else 

return false 

(a) 

method isomorphic-components?(m) 
apply methodget-co""'P-tab for to get a table corresponding components 
call the table corresp-table 
if faJse is returned 

retumfalse 
for eacb pair in the corresp-table 

if the pair of models are not isomorphic? 
return faJse 

retumtrue 

(b) 

method isomorphie-components?(m) 
apply method get-init-ceU to this-model 
apply method~-init-ceU to m 
apply method ISOmorphic? to a pair of two init-ceUs 
return the result 

Fig. 5.14. 

(e) 

Methods for Isomorphism. 

I~ 
method isomorphic? for coupled-models 
method isomorphic-components? for diluaPh-mode\s 

e method isomorphic-ro:nponents? for ke!ne1-models 
method isomorphic-coupJing? for di b-models 

e method isomorphic-coupling? for br~cast-models 
f) method isomorphic-coupling? for hypercube-models 
g) method isomorphic-couI'JinIl? for ielIuIar-models 
b) method get-corresp-tab for digraph-models 
i) procedure isomorphic-tab? 
to be continued) 
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method isomorphic-coupling?(m) 
get corresp-table by applying its methodget-c01resp-tab 
apply methodget-couplmg? to get cou~, coupling scheme of this-model 

;;; coupling scheme is represented list of pairs of ports 
;;; a port contains a pair of names 0 models and names of ports 

apply methodget-coupun/J? to get coup2, coupling scheme of m 
iflength of coup1 COUp21S not the same 

return false 
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for each pair in coupl 
find corresponding pair in the coup2 by substituting models names in the pair 

to corresponding models names in corresp~table 
if the corresponding pair is found 

remove the corresponding pair from coup2 
else 

retumfalse 
if coup2 is empty 

return true 
else 

return false 

(d) 

method isomorphic-coupling?(m) 
get out-in-coup1, out-m-coup table of this-model 
get out-in-coup2. out-in-coup table of m 
call procedure isomorphic-tah?( out-in-coupl out-in-coup2) 
return the result 

(e) 

method isomorphic-coupling?(m) 
if hypercube dimenslOn of this-model and m is different 

return false 
if ext-coup of this-model is not equal to ext-coup of m 

return false 
if num-inj1 of this-model is Dot equal to num-infl of m 

retumfalse 
get out-in-coupl, aut-in-coup table of this-model 
get out-in-coup2, out-In-coup table of m 
call procedure isomorphic-tab?( out-in-coup1, out-in-coup2) 
return the result 

(f) 

Fig. 5.14 (Continued) 



method isomorphic-coupling?(m) 
if cell space dimension of this-model and m is different 

return false 
if ext-coup of this-model is not equal to ext-coup of m 

retumfalse 
if infl-origin of this-model is not equal to infl-origin of m 

retumfalse 
if ir...strmce variable structure of this-model is Dot equal to that of m 

return faise 
get out-in-coupl, out-in-coup table ofthis-model 
get out-in-coup2, out-in-coup table ofm 
call procedure isomorphic-tab?(out-in-coupl, out-in-coup2) 
return the result 

(g) 

method get-corresp-tab(m) 
get list-I, list of models by traversing this-model in preorder 
~et list-2, list of models by traversingm in preorder 
lflength oflist-1 and list-2 are not the same 

return false 
make corresp-table, list of pairs of models by associating 

one from list-l with the other from list-2 
return corresp-table 

(h) 

procedure isomorphic-tab?(tablel table2) 
for each member in table1 

if the member is also a member of tahle2 
remove the member from tahle2 

else 
return false 

if table2 is empty 
return true 

else 
retumfalse 

(i) 

Fig. 5.14. (Continued) 
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5.22.8 SimulatioD InitiaJization nfKerneJ ModeJs 

Simulation starts with the initialization of state of a model. An atomic 

model is initialized by setting values of state variables of the atomic model. A 

coupled model is initialized by initializing all atomic models in the coupled model. 

Simulation of kemel-nwdels is initiated by applying method mitial-state to the model, 

which queries the user to select one of its methods: init-one, init-all, or init-new. 

The method init-one queries the user to select one representative model 

from all components of a kernel model to be simulated. Then, the method initial

state is applied to that component. If components of the representative component 

are atomic models, state variables of each atomic model are to be initialized. Other

wise, method initial-state is applied to the components recursively until components 

are atomic models. After the selected model is initialized, the rest of the components 

copy their state from the representative component. On the other hand, the method 

init-all applies the method initial-state to each component of the kernel model one by 

one. Then, each component of the kernel model is initialized independently. The 

method mit-one and mit-aIl ofkemel-nwdels are given in Fig, 5,15 (a) and (b), respec

tively, and the method initial-state for atomic-nwdels, digraph-models, and kemel

models are given in Fig. 5.15 (d), (e), and (t), respectively. 

The method init-new of a kernel model re-creates its components with dif

ferent basic name after it destroys current components. The basic name and number 

of the new compOntaiLs shouJd be sp-ecified. Then new values of instance variables of 

the kernel model have to be assigned Before it creates new components, the kernel 

model may either create its new init-cell or not depending on the type of its current 

init-cell. If the init-cell of the kernel model is again a kernel model, it creates a new 

init-cel/ by applying method init-new to the mit-cell. Otherwise, init-cel/ of the kernel 



method init-one 
select a representative component 
apply method initial-state to the selected component 
for each components of this-model 

copy its state from the representative component 

(a) 

method init-all 
for each components of this-model 

apply method initial-state 

(b) 

method init-new 
set basic name and number of components to be created 
set current components of this-model to be empty 
reset instance variables associated with this-model 
apply method init-new to init-cell of this-model if applicable 
if init-new was applied 

replace init-cell of this-model by return value of init-new 
apply make-members or make-init-active-cells to this-model 

with given basic name and number of components 
return this-model 

(c) 

method initial-state 
for each state variablo of this-model 

set value of the variable 
set elapsed time of tJrls..model 

Fig. 5.15. 

(d) 

Methods for Initialization of Simulation. 
a) init-one for kernel-models 
b) init-all for kernel-models 
c~init-new for kernel-models 
d initial-state for atomic-models 
e initial-state for digraph-models 
f) initial-state for kernel-models 
to be continued) 
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initial-state 
for each component of this-model 

apply method initial-state 

(e) 

method initial-state 
if this-model is mit-cell 

select one of two methods, init-one or mit-all 
else 

select one of three methods, mit-oneJ init*llll, or init-new 
~pply the selected method to this-model 
If lnit-new was applied 

apply initial-state to this-model 

(f) 

Fig. 5.15. (Continued) 
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model remains unchanged. Then the kernel model creates new components from 

init-cell with a given name and number. The method initial-state should follow the 

method init-new. The method init-new is given in Fig. S.lS (c). 

When performing a simulation that takes very long time to finish, we may 

want to stop the simulation before it is finished. Then we want to restart the simula

tion by resuming the previous state at which it was suspended. For DEVS-Scheme to 

facilitate such a capability, we have developed methods save-all-state and resume-all

state, which, respectively, save and resume the state of a model with which a simula

tion is stopped. The methods are developed for both atomic-models and coupled

models. Files are used to represent places at which a list of values of state variables is 

saved and from which the saved list is resumed. 

The method save-all-state of atomic-models sbnply saves a list of values of 

state variables in a file. However, the method save-all-state of a coupled model first 

traverses all models in the coupled model in preorder to make a list of atomic 
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models because only atomic models comprise state variables. Once the list of atomic 

models is made, the method saves a list of list of values of state variables in a file, 

eacb of which is for state variables of eacb atomic model in the coupled model. Fig. 

5.16 (a) and (c) sbow the methods save-aJl..state for atomic-models and coupled

models, respectively. 

The method resume-a/l-state copies the state of a model from a file in 

whicb values of state variables of the other model, isomotphic to it, were saved. Since 

two models are isomotphic, the nnmber of state variables is the same. The method 

resume-all-state for atomic-models opens a file in whicb values of state variables of an 

atomic model were saved, and copies them to the state variables of another atomic 

model. The method resume-a/l-state for coupled-models needs to know the cor

respondence of atomic models in the two isotnOtphic coupled models to copy state of 

the atomic models in one coupled model to corresponding atomic models in the 

other coupled model. 

We assume that correspondence of atomic models can be obtained by (1) 

traversing all models in two isotnOtphic coupled models in preorder, (2) selecting 

only atomic models, and (3) associating one atomic model from a coupled model 

with the other from the other coupled model. This is always true if one coupled 

model is created from the other coupled model using method make-new, as we 

presented in section 5.2.2.6. Once the correspondence of atomic models is known, 

the method resume-a/l-state of coupled-models performs a sequence of copies of state 

variables of atomic models. The method resume-a/l-state of atomic-models and 

coupled-models is shown in Fig. 5.16 (b) and (d), respectively. 

_._----""----



method save-a1l-state(jn} 

create an empty list called state-var-list 
for each variable in ind.-van 

insert value of variable in the state-var-list 
save state-var-list as a file namedft! 

(a) 

method save-a1l-state(jn} 
create an ~ty list called state-var-list 

~~~hU:~o':ru~~":;'3e'l'::.dt1~ ~~/:::2 :~:~ in preorder 
make a list of values of state variables of the atomic model 
insert the list in state-var-list 

save state-var-list as a file namedft! 

(b) 

method resume-all-state(jn} 
;;; assume that variables in inti-van is the same order as 
;;; associated values in the file ft! 
open a file fn in which state variables are saved 
for each state variable of this model 

copy its value from each element in the file In 
(c) 

method resume-all-state(fn} 
open a file fn in which state variables of atomic models are saved 

~;~ li:t,~~=e'l'g:It1~ ~t~:::2 m'::~ in preorder 
for each state variable of the atomic model 

Fig. 5.16. 

copy its value from each element in the fileft! 

(d) 

Methods for State Save and Resume. 

~~ 
method save-all-state for atomic-models 
method save-all-state for coupled-models 

c method resume-all-state for atomic-models 
d method resume-all-state for coupled-models 
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CHAPIER6 

ESP-SCHEME: SYS1EM ENTITY SfRUCTIJRING FORMALISM IN FRAME

THEORETIC REPRESENTATION 

The DEVS-Scheme can be used to develop DEVS models and save them in 

model base for later use. To organize such models in model base, a model base 

management system is highly desirable. The system entity structuring formalism is one 

such tool for model base management. ESP-Scheme is a realization of the system en

tity structuring formalism developed by Zeigler [57] in a IlSP-Based, object-oriented 

programming environment. The ESP-Scheme supports specification of the structure 

of a model, pruning the structure to the reduced one, and transformation the struc

ture to a simulation model by synthesizing components models in the model base 

developed by using the DEVS-Scheme. It also facilitates to specify the structure of 

the variable family and variable structure of models. This chapter briefly describes 

the overall features of the ESP-Scheme and then describes its extended features in 

detail. 

6.1 System Entity Stmcmring Fonnalisrn" A Review 

A Dlytem entity structure (SESJ a representation scheme of the structural 

knowledge of systems, is a labeled tree with attached variable types that satisfies the 

following axioms [57]: 

(1) alternating entity/aspect 0 r entity/specialization: Each node has a mode that is 

either entity/aspect or entity/specialization such that a node and its successors are al

ways opposite modes, and the mode of the root is entity. 

(2) uniformity: Any two nodes with the same names have identical attached variable 

types and isomorphic subtrees. 



(3) strict hierarchy: No label appears more than once down any path of the tree. 

(4) valid brothers: No two brothers have the same label. 
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(5) attached variables: No two variable types attached to the same item have the same 

name. 

6.1.1 Three Relationsbips jn the SES 

There are three types of nodes in the SES -entity, aspect, and specializa

tion -which represent three types of knowledge about the structure of systems. The 

entity node, having several aspects and/or specializations, corresponds to a model 

component that represents a real world object. The aspect node (a single vertica1line 

in the labeled tree) represents one decomposition, out of many possible, of an entity. 

Thus the children of an aspect node are entities, distinct components of the decom

position. The specialization node (a double vertical arrows in the labeled tree) repre

sents a way in which ageneraJ entity can be categorized into special entities. 

A multiple entity is a special entity that consists of a collection of 

homogeneous components. We call such components a multiple decomposition of the 

multiple entity. The aspect of such a multiple entity is called multiple aspect (triple 

vertical lines in the labeled tree). The representation of such a multiple entity is as 

follows. A multiple entity A and its components Bs are represented by A, three verti

cal lines, and B from the top down. Note that instead of presenting all Bs for A's 

components, orJy one B is placed in the labeled tree. The number of Bs is specified 

by a variable, which is attached to the multiple aspect node. 

6.1.2 QperatjoDS OD the SES 

A SES represented by a labeled tree consists of branches and nodes (nodes 

are also called items). An item in the SES is in one of three types-entities, aspects, 

or specializations - an ordered pair of which is represented by a branch of the SES. 
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Operations on the SES are as follows: adding an item to the SES, deleting an item 

from the SES, attaching variables to items in the SES, deleting variables from items 

in the SES, printing all items in the SES, pruning the SES, transforming the pruned 

SES into a model, aod others. 

As the construction of a SES is a sequence of adding new items - entities, 

aspects or specializations - to the SES, the most common operation is adding an 

item. The deletion operation, which deletes entities and associated branches from 

the SES, can be applied only to those entities with no aspects. Variables can be at

tached to and removed from the items in the SES. 

The printing operation visits all items of the SES in preorder and prints 

each item name with attached information on variables. The pruning operation ex

tracts a substructure of the SES by selecting one aspect andlor ODe specialization for 

each entity in the SES. The pruning operation ultimately reduces the SES to a com

position tree that contains all the information about the structure of a model. The 

transform operation synthesizes a model in a hierarchical fashion from components 

in the model base developed by using the DEVS-Scheme. 

6.2 Earlier Implementatjon nfESP-Schewe 

In the initial implementation, the SES was implemented in the Scheme 

USP environment. The SES was implemented by a module called entity-structure - a 

package of local variables and associated operations on them-as shown in Fig. 6.1. 

List of items and the list of branches were main variables representing a tree struc

ture of the SES. The variable cur pointed to the current item in the SES, under which 

new items can be added. Each item in the items list was represented by a structure 

type called item, the fields of which included item f:)pe, item name, coupiing scheme of 
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children items, and others. Each branch in the branches list was represented by 

another structure type called branch that maintains an ordered pair of two items in 

theSES. 

ENTITY STRUCTURE 

set-current-i tem 

items-list 
add-item 

) item 
type 

delete-i tem 
) name 

sub-type 

add-coupl ing coupling 
~ 

current-item? branches-list 
) 

items? left-item 
) right-item 

branches? 
) current-i tem 

Fig.6.1 Representation of Entity Structure Module. 
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Main operations on the SES were set-current-item, add-item, add-mull, 

delete-item, add-coupling, print-ent, prune, and transform. To explain such operations, 

let us build the SES of a system BUF-PROC, a processing element containing a buff

er cascaded by a processor. While the type of buffer is assumed to be either FIFO 

(First In First Out) or IJFO (Last In First Out), the type will be selected by the user 

in the pruning process. Once the SES of the BUF-PROC with an aspect and a 

specialization is built, we prune the BUF-PROC entity structure and transform the 

pruned BUF-PROC in a model We then explain the operation of printing items. 

Finally we describe the operation of adding a multiple entity using the BUF-PROC 

as a component of a multiple decomposition. 

Building the SES for the BUF-PROC starts with creating an entity struc

ture, the root of which is an entity BUF-PROC (line (1) of Fig. 62 (a». Ouce the 

SES with the root entity BUF-PROC has been created, items are added to the SES. 

However, a sequence of adding items should be such that the resulting SES satisfies 

the axiom of o1temoJing mode. Since the next items to be added are either aspects or 

specializatinns, we add an aspect called comp-dec under the root entity BUF-PROC 

(line (2) of Fig. 62 (a». To add other items under the aspect comp-dec requires set

ting the current item to the aspect comp-dec (line (3) of Fig. 6.2 (a». After the cur

rent item is set, two components, a buffer and a processor, are added one by one 

(lines (4) and (5) of Fig. 6.2 (a». Note that the current item of the SES is still at the 

aspect comp-dec. When an item with type specialization is added under the entity 

BUFFER, the current item must be set to the BUFFER (line (6) of Fig. 62 (a». 

Then line (7) adds a specialization buf-type under the entity BUFFER. Similarly, 

lines (8), (9), and (10) add two items FIFO-BUF and UFO-BUF under the 

specialization buf-type. 



!make-entstr 'BUF-PROC) 
add-item e:buf-proc 'asp 'com=-<iec 
set-current-item e:buf-proc' ee) !add-item e:b'Jf-proc 'ent'B FER) 

add-item e:buf-proc 'ent 'PROCESSoR) 
set-current-item e:buf-proc 'BUFFER) 

(add-item e:buf-proc 'spec 'buf-type) 
(set-current-item e:buf-proc 'bUf-lype~ 

(add-item e:buf-proc 'ent 'FlFO-B 
(add-item e:buf-proc 'ent 'LIFO-B !set-current-item e:buf-proc 'com!>"dec) 

add-<:oup1e e:buf-proc 'BUF-PROC 'BUFFER 'in 'in) 
add-couple e:buf-proc 'PROCESSOR 'BUF-PROC 'out 'out) 
add-couple e:buf-proc 'BUFFER 'PROCESSOR 'out 'in) 
add-couple e:buf-proc 'PROCESSOR 'BUFFER 'done' ready) 

FIFo-BUF 

(a) 

BUFFER 

II 
but-type 

Jl 

(b) 

BUF-PRoC 

I 
comp-dec {(BUF-PRoC.1n, BUFFER.1nl 

[PROCESSOR. out, BUF-PRoC. outl 
I [PROCESSOR. done, BUFFER.readyll 

PROCESSOR 

LIFD-BUF 

Fig. 6.2 S~tem Entity Structure Construction. 
a) ESP-Scheme codes 
~ system entity structure for (a) 
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As we see in the above example, the sequence of operations to add items is 

not arbitrary. If a current item is of type entity, an item to be added should be either 

of type aspect or of type specialization. likewise, if a current item is either of type 

aspect or of type specialization, an item of type entity can be added. Referring to the 

deletion operation, only leaf items (items with no aspect and no specialization) of the 

SES can be deleted. The name of an item to be deleted needs to be specified for the 

delete-item. 

The coupling scheme of the BUF-PROC system, which is attached to the 

aspect camp-dec, can be specified by the operation add coupling. This operation 

needs to specify the names of two entities and the names of ports in the two entities. 

The operation add-coupling specifies both internal and external coupling of the 

BUF-PROC system. Unes (12) and (13) of Fig. 6.2 (a) specify the external coupling 

scheme, while lines (14) and (15) of Fig. 6.2 (a) specify the internal ooupling scheme 

of the BUF-PROC. 

Fig. 6.2 (b) shows the resulting SES for the BUF-PROC system, which has 

one aspect under the BUF-PROC entity and one specialization under the BUFFER 

entity. The pruning operation queries the user to select one entity under a specializa

tion, if there is one, while traversing all items in the SES. One such pruned entity 

structure is shown in Fig. 6.3 (a), where the FIFO-BUF has been selected as a spe

cialized buffer. The operation print-ent prints each item in the SES by visiting all 

items in preorder. The names of items are printed with an attached coupling scheme 

in the form of a tree structure by indenting each level of the tree. The operation 

transform retrieves the models from the model base, which correspond to the entities 

in the pruned entity structure of Fig. 6.3 (a), and then synthesizes them into a simula

tion model for the BUF-PROC (Fig. 6.3 (b)). For such models to be available in the 

model base, we need to specify atomic DEVS models for the FIFO-BUF, UFO-
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BUF-PROC 

I {(BUF-PROC. in. FIFO-BUF. in) 
comp-dec (PROCESSOR. out. BUF-PROC. out) 

I (PROCESSOR. done. FIFO-BUF .ready)} 

FIFO-BUF PROCESSOR 

In 

(a) 

--- BUF-PROC--------------------, 

out 1n In ~ ~I out 
re~l FIFO-BUF ~ PRDCESSOR~e 

(b) 

Fig. 6.3. Entity Structure Pruning and Transformatio!l.. 
(a) pruned entity structure from Fig. 6.2 (b) 
(b) transformation of (a) into model 

out 
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BUF, and PROCESSOR and save them in the model base before applying the trans

form. Details of the transform operation will be described in section 6.3.7. 

The operation add-mull adds only one level hierarchy of multiple decom

position of a multiple entity. The operation adds a multiple aspect under a multiple 

entity (pointed to as the current item), and then adds a component under the multi

ple aspect. As a result, the multiple entity consists of a number of homogeneous com

ponents of type entity. The specification of multiple entity and multiple decomposi

tion is powerful for specifying a massively parallel computer architecture with 

broadcast connection topology. which has been recently introduced as a special-pur

pose architecture. To demonstrate the power of such specification of the parallel ar

chitecture, let us assume that the parallel processor bas a collection of processing 

elements with broadcast connection, each element of which is the BUF-PROC that 

has aheady been specified. Let us call the parallel processor BUF-PROeS, meaning 

that BUF-PROCS consists of a collection of BUF-PROes. 

We can build the SES for the BUF-PROCS by adding extra specifications 

to the one shown in Fig. 6.2 (a) to create a new root entity BUF-PROeS of type mul

tiple entity. A multiple aspect is added under the BUF-PROCS, and BUF-PROe is 

added under the multiple aspect by the operation add-multo Once the three items are 

added, lines (2) through (15) of Fig. 6.2 (a) can be reused witllout change for L':le 

BUF-PROeS specification. The resulting SES, which has a multiple entity, is shown 

in Fig. 6.4 (a). The operation transform creates a broadcast model for the BUF

PROeS consisting of one atomic BUF-PROe model, as shown in Fig. 6.4 (b). The 

number of components, BUF-PROes, can be specified in the initialization process 

before simulation is begun. 
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Fig. 6.4. Multiple Entity and Its Transformation. 
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(b) transformation of (a) into broadcast model 
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6.3 Extension of ESP-Scheme 

The main objective of this study is to develop a knowledge-based modell

ing and simulation environment for the DEVS models. To do so, in chapter 4 we 

proposed a knowledge representation scheme for modelling, upon which a 

knowledge base for modelling aod simulation is developed. The knowledge base con

sists of the model base, the entity structure base, and the synthesizing mIe, as shown 

in Fig. 4.5. To support the model base, we extended the DEVS-Scbeme by introduc

ing the kernel-models class in chapter 5. Developing the entity structure base re

quires extension of the initial ESP-Scheme such that it organizes the model base 

created by the extended DEVS-Scheme. In addition, the ESP-Scheme should have 

new capabilities such as saving an entity structure to and retrieving an entity structure 

from the entity structure base, as are required for realizing the proposed knowledge 

base. This section extends the initial ESP-Scheme to meet such requirements. 

6.3.1 Extension QfRepresentatjoD 

In the initial ESP-Scheme, we can not explicitly specify how many com

ponents there are under a multiple entity. Nor can we specify the coupling scheme of 

a multiple decomposition. The number and the coupling scheme are implicitly as

signed to 1 and the broadcast coupling, respectively. when the SES is transformed 

into a simulation model by the transform operation. The number can be specified by 

the user in the initialization process before starting simulation, while the coupling 

scheme always remains the broadcast coupling. 

However, the kernel models developed in chapter 6 have different cou-

pling :;cl::~m~s for differe!l! spec~ed ~~de!s_ Sl:I("h coupling schemes for three spe-

ciaiized models need to be explicitly specified by the user. Referring to the number 

of components of the mUltiple entity, it is convenient to explicitly specify the number 
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before the initialization process. We want to extend the pruning operation to specify 

the two items of information above by querying the user to do so. Accordingly, an ex

tension of the initial representation of the SES is required. 

The SES is represented by a list of items and a list of branches. While each 

branch is an ordered pair of items, each item has slots for information such as item 

type. item name, coupling, and item sub-type. Two new slots, mult-coup-type and 

num-mu1t-children. are added to the item structuTf! to specify the coupling scheme for 

a kernel model and the number of components for a multiple entity, respectively. 

Items of type entities in the SES may comprise a list of attributes that 

characterize the features of the entities. A slot attr-lst is added to the item structure 

to represent the list of attributes for all entities. The structure of the item including 

new slots is shown in Fig. 6.5. 

item 

type mult-cDup-type num-mult-children 

Fig. 65. Structure ofIlem. 
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63.2 ExtensioD of Basjc QperatjoDS 

The operation add-item is extended to the operation add-sub-entstr. This 

operation adds one entity structure under the current item of type aspect in the 

original entity structure (Fig. 6.6 (a)). Similarly, the operation deIete-sub-entstr is an 

extension of the operation delete-item. The operation delete-sub-entstr needs to 

specify an item so that a subentity structure consisting of all items under the specified 

item will be deleted (Fig. 6.6 (b». 
The operation add-mult is extended such that the level of hierarchy for the 

multiple entities to be added is arbitrary. The operation add-mult-mult allows us to 

specify a hierarchical construction of different kernel models. Fig. 6.7 shows the 

operation that results in three levels of hierarchy of the multiple entities AS, BS, and 

CS. To specify a different coupling type for different kernel models, the operation 

set-mult-coup-type sets the slot mult-coup-type of the item of type multiple aspect to 

one of broadcast, hypercube, or cellular. The operation add-mult-couple (in contrast 

to add-coupling in earlier ESP-Scheme) specifies the internal coupling scheme for 

the kernel models. The operation attach-num-mult-children attaches the number of 

components under a multiple entity to the multiple entity. 

The operation add-attribute adds an attribute and its value to an item type 

entity. The operation delete-attribute deletes the pair from the entity. The operation 

attributes? shows a list of all pairs of attributes and respective values attached to the 

item. 

The operation make-jlat flattens an entity structure by removing entities 

having both children and parent and then directly connecting the children to their 

respective parents, as shown in Fig. 6.8 (a). The operation make-deep is an inverse of 

the make-jlaJ; it deepens an entity structure by adding an entity between a parent and 
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Fig. 6.6. Addition and Deletion of Sub-entity Structure. 
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its children such that the entity added becomes a child for the parent and a new 

parent for the children (Fig. 6.8 (b». 

add-mult-mult ABC AS 

ill 
BS 

ill 
cs 
ill 
c 

Fig. 6.7. Construction of Multi-level Multiple Entities. 

The operation cut-enIstT makes a non-leaf entity into a leaf entity by cutting 

all entities under the non-leaf entity, constructing a new entity structure with the en

tities cu~ and saving it in the entity structure base (to be descnbed in section 6.3.4) . 

The root of the new entity structure is the leaf entity under which all cut entities are 

connected with the same structure that they used to be. After creating the new entity 

structure, the operation asks the user to prune the created entity structure as many 

times as desired. The pruned entity structures are saved in the entity structure base 

for later use by the operation add-spec&ents-at-leaf as will be descnbed soon. Fig. 

6.9 (a) shows the operationcut-entstr. 

An entity structure can be constructed in a hierarchically distnbuted man

ner so that its leaf entities have their respective entity structures in the entity struc

ture base. The entity structure so built may be merged into one entity structure. The 

operation merge-entstr searches entity structures in the entity structure base with the 
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Fig. 6.9. Cutting and Merging Sub-entity Structure. 
(a)cut~g 
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same root names as leaf entities of an entity structure. If such entity structures are 

present in the entity structure base, they replace the respective leaf entities. Fig. 6.9 

(b) shows the operation merge-en/str. 

The operation add-spec&enJs-at-leaj searches the entity structure base to 

find pruned entity structures whose root names are the same as that of a leaf entity in 

an entity structure. If any are found. the operation adds a specialization under the 

leaf entity and adds the pruned entities under the specialization, as shown in Fig. 

ABC • A 

I I I 
ABC-dec A-dec A-dec 

---+- A A 
A B C Ai A2 A3 A4 

1 add-sp.c&ents-at-leaf 

ABC 

I 
ABC-dec 

---+-
A B C 

II 
A-spec 

~ 
A A 

I I 
A-dec A-dec 

A ~-
AI A2 A, A4 

Fig. 6.10. Addition of Pruned Entity Structures under Specialization. 
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AS 

AS I 
DIU 1 t-asp->asp 3 AS-asp 

--+--III 
A2 AS 

Fig. 6.11. Transformation of Multiple Aspect into Aspect. 

6.10. The operation mult-asp-asp changes a multiple aspect in an entity structure to 

an aspect by specifying the number of children attached under the aspect, as shown in 

Fig. 6.11. 

6.3.3 Extensjon ofpnming 

The interactive pruning operation in the initial ESP-Scheme is extended 

such that the user can specify all information for the pruning operation through an 

external file. The extension of the pruning facilitates an automatic pruning by replac

ing the user by other intelligence. One such example can be found in pruning driven 

by a natural language interface, where all entities selected are specified in the form 

of English·like language, while a family of possible alternatives is represented in a 

entity structure [27]. 

Since the value of an attribute attached to an entity need not be assigned 

when it is attached, the prl1ning operation queries the user to assign the value. The 
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pairs of attributes and respective values attached to entities can play an important 

role in automatic pruning that can be driven by a set of constraints with the help of a 

rule-based expert system [45]. 

The operationprune adds specializations and entities under the specializa

tions by using the operation add-spec&ents-at-1eaf before it queries the user to 

proceed the pruning. The number of multiple decompositions under the multiple en

tity can be set during the pruning process if it is not already set. The coupling type for 

the multiple decomposition can also be decided while pruning if it is not already 

decided. Since a pruned entity structure is to be saved in the entity structure base, it 

checks whether the name of the pruned entity structure is already in the entity struc

ture base before saving it. 

6.3.4 Facilitjes Added to the ESP-Scheme 

The facility make-entstr creates an entity structure, whose name is the same 

as its root name except for a prefix "e:". For example, (make-entstr system) creates an 

entity structure e:system with root name system. Since the entity structure so created 

has only the root entity system, items should be added as required to construct the 

desired entity structure. The facility de1ete-entstr deletes an existing entity structure. 

The facility copy-entstr copies one entity structure to another entity struc

ture. For example, the facility create an entity structure that has the same structure as 

the original one. The facility copies a list of items and a list of branches from the 

original entity structure and constructs a new entity structure. The facility rename

entstr is a combination of two facilities, copy-entstr and de1ete-entstr. 

Since a list of all entity structures is maintained by the entity structure 

manager (described in section 6.3.6), any facility that creates or deletes entity struc

tures should report to the manager about the creation andlor deletion of entity struc-
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tures so that the manager can update the list of entity structures within iL For ex

ample, the facility rename-enlstr asks the manager to delete the original entity struc

ture from, and add the renamed entity structure to, the list within the manager. 

635 Realization oftbeEntity Structure Base 

The system entity structures represent the structure knowledge about sys

tems. Such system entity structures are to be saved io the entity structure base (EN

BASE), a component of the knowledge base proposed in cbapter 5, for later use. 

However, the initial ESP-Scheme did not make it pOSSIble to save an entity structure 

created io the current environment (a main memory io a liSP environment) ioto an 

external storage such as a disk for later use. This was a main obstacle to realizing the 

proposed knowledge base for modelling and simulation using the initial ESP

Scheme. 

We bave extended the ESP-Scheme such that it can save entity structures 

in and retrieve them from the ENBASE by usiog two new facilities, save-entstr and 

load-entstr. The facility save-ents/r saves an entity structure or a pruned entity struc

ture ioto the ENBASE by storing a pair consisting of a list of items and a list of 

branches for the entity structure io the form of a disk file. A file name io the EN

BASE, corresponding to an entity structure, is the same as its root entity name except 

for the extension of the file name, which can be either" .e" for the entity structur~ or 

".p" for the pruned entity structure. The facility Ioad-enlstr searches a file cor

responding to an entity structure in the EN BASE, retrieves the items list and 

branches list for the corresponding entity structure, and constructs the entity struc

ture. 
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6.3.6 Entity StOlcture Manager 

A module entiJy structure manager (ESM) is designed to manage all system 

entity structures in the current environment (working memory) and/or in the EN

BASE. The module ESM has three local variables. The first variable is a list of entity 

structures either in the EN BASE or in the working memory. Toe second variable is a 

list of pruned entity structures either in the ENBASE or in the working memory. The 

third variable is a list of both entity structures and pruned entity structures in the cur

rent environment. The operations on the ESM include: show entity structures, add 

entity structure, and delete entity structure. 

The operation show-all:ens shows all entity structures in the current en

vironment and/or in the ENBASE. The operation shows the entity structures and 

pruned entity structures in the three sperate lists, as described above. The operation 

add entity structure adds an entity structure to the list in the ESM whenever the ESM 

receives a report on the creation of the entity structure from the facilities - such as 

make-entstr, copy-entstr, or rename-entstr-as described in section 6.3.4. The delete 

entity structure operation deletes an entity structure from the list in the ESM as re

quired by the facilities delete-entstr or rename-entstr. 

The initialization routine of the extended ESP-Scheme initializes the ESM 

when the ESP-Scheme is loaded. The initialization includes searching the ENBASE 

and setting up all lists of entity struclnres in the ESM so that the user can get avail

able entity structures and retrieve some as required. The EN BASE can be moved 

from one place to the other as requested by the user using change-dir. Any change in 

the ENBASE results in the reinitia1ization of the ESM. 
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63.7 RuJe-Based ModeJ Retrieyal and Transformation 

Apruned entity structure can be synthesized into a simulation model by the 

operation traosform. As it visits each entily in the pruned entity structure, transftmn 

caJJs upon a retrieval process that searches a model corresponding to the CUTI'e1lt entity. 

If one is found, it is used and transformation of the entily subtree is aborted. The 

retrieval process proceeds by evaluatiog the retrieval nde:s shown in Fig. 6.12, which 

consist of seven retrieval rules-pairs of conditWn and retrieval action-and six con

flict resolution nde:s by which a rule is selected if there is more than one with condi

tions satisfied. 

A rule for searching a model that corresponds to the current entily says 

that it first looks for the model in the working memory, then in the MBASE, and 

finally, if the current entily is a leaf, in the ENBASE. Before searching the model, 

another rule checks the name of the current entily. If the current entily has a base 

name and a non-trivial extension (the extension starts with numbers or "&"), the base 

name is used as an entity name for the retrieval process. As more than one rule is 

satisfied when evaluated, a conflict resolution rule fires only one rule. For example, if 

both Rule1 and Rule2 are satisfied, then Rule1 is fired. We employ context 

specificily-the rule with a more specific condition than other rules is fired-to 

resolve such a conflict. 

If a pruned entily structure is found in the ENBASE in the searching 

process, a transform is invoked and executed in a separated Scheme environment so 

as not to interface with the current environment. Since the self-invocation can occur 

in a leaf entily only, such loca1 transformation is definitely recursive. 

The operation inv-transform, the inverse of transform, traosforms a model, 

either atomic or coupled, in the working memory into the corresponding entily struc-



Rule 1: If entity name has base name and extension 
and the extension is nontrivial 
and there is an atomic model with base name in working memory 

then attach base name to the atomic model 

Rule 2: If entity name bas base name and extension 
and the extension is nontrivial 
and there is a d!graph model with base name in working memory 

then attach base name to the digraph model 

Rule 3: If an atomic model with entity Dame is in working memory 
then attach entity name to the atomic model 

Rule 4: If a digraph model with entity name is in working memory 
then attach entity name to the digraph model 

Rule 5: If no atomic model with base name/entity name is in working memory 
and there is an atomic model in model base 

then retrieve the atomic model 
and attach base name/entity name to the atomic model 

Rule 6: If no digraph model with base name/entity name is in working memory 
and there is a digraph model in model base 

then retrieve the digraph model 
and attach base name/entity name to the digraph model 

Rule 7: If the entity is in a leaf 
and there is a pruned entity structure in ENBASE with entity nane 

then transform the pp.J.11ed entity structure in its local environment 

CRI: If Rulel and Rule2 
then Rulel 

CR3: If Rule3 and Rule4 
then Rule3 

CR5: If RuleS and Rule6 
then RuleS 

(a) 

(b) 

CR2: If Rulel and Rule3 
then Rulel 

CR4: If Rule3 and RuleS 
then Rule3 

CR6: If Rule4 and Rule6 
then Rule4 

Fig. 6.12. Model Retrival Rules. 
(a)mles 
(b) conflict resolution rules 
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ture and saves it in the ENBASE. The operation traverses a model in preorder and 

constructs the corresponding entity structure. An atomic model being visited is traos

forroed into an entity in the entity structure. H any coupled model visited is a digraph 

model, the model and all its components are transformed. However, if the coupled 

model is a kernel model, the model and only one of its components are transformed. 

The my-transform also attaches the coupling scheme of • coupled model to the cor

responding aspect/mnltiple aspect in the constructed entity structure. The operation 

mv-tronsform is showo in Fig. 6.13. 

-----ABC-------------, 

r ~ -;=:;-1 rr b r-CS ;-;:;;l 
~L[§]@~I 

11 inverse-trans form 

ABC 
! 

ABC-dec 
...-L---

AB 
! 

AB-dec 
~ 
A B 

CS 
II! broadcast 
C 

Fig. 6.13. Transformation of Model into Entity Structure. 
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CHAPIER7 

MODElliNG AND SIMUIATION METIIODOWGY 1N TIlE DEVEWPED 

ENVIRONMENT 

We proposed a knowledge representation/base scheme-consisting of 

model base and entity structure base-in chapter 4. The extended DEVS-Scheme 

described in chapter 5 supports the model base. The models in the model base repre

sent the dynamic behavior of the real world counterparts. The extended ESP-Scheme 

presented in chapter 6 supports the entity structure base. The entity structures in the 

entity structure base represent the structural knowledge of real world systems. This 

chapter describes the architecture for the developed knowledge-based environment 

for modelling and simulation, which is based on the DEVS-Scheme/ESP-Scheme. To 

demonstrate the power of the environment, we describe the modelling and simula

tion methodOlOgy in the environment using an example of alternative parallel 

processing architectures. 

7.1 Know1edge-Based Environment for ModeUjng and SimuJation 

Fig. 7.1 shows the architecture of the knowledge-based environment for 

hierarchical modelling and simulation. The knowledge hase in the environment is 

composed of the model base and the entity structure base. The DEVS-Scheme and 

ESP-Scheme are environments :bat snppa:1 the model base (MEASE) and the entity 

structure base, respectively. 

The model base contains the DEVS definitions for models, which are either 

atomic or coupled. The models in the model base can be retrieved using the retrieval 

rules described in the previous chapter and transformed into components, ultimately 

being synthesized into a simulation model. The state variables of models and their 
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Fig. 7.1. Developed Environment for Modelling and Simulation. 
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values can also be saved in the model base so that they can be copied into those of 

isomorphic models. 

The entity structure base contains both entity structures and pruned entity 

structures. The facility save-entstr in the ESP-Scheme saves entity structures/pruned 

entity structures in the current environment into the entity structure base. Inversely. 

both entity structures and pruned entity structnres in the entity structure base can be 

loaded into the current environment by the facility /oad-entstr. Lists of entity struc

tures and pruned entity structures are maintained by the entity structure manager. 

The ESP-Scheme and the DEVS-Scheme are built on top of SCHEME

SCOOPS [50], an object-oriented programming system of TI-Scheme. The ESP

Scheme makes new entity structures, prunes them, and saves them as needed. It also 

transforms the pruned entity structure into a model to be simulated using the DEVS

Scheme. The DEVS-Scheme facilitates the specification models in a hierarchical, 

~G,~~J!ar ~0;m. using DEVS formalism. The operation inv-transform transforms a 

model in the DEVS-Scbeme environment into the corresponding entity structure in 

the ESP-Scheme. 

7.2 Modelling and Simulation Methodology 

There are two methods for modelling and simulation using the developed 

environment. The first method makes use of only half the lawwledge base, the model 

base, supported by the DEVS-Scheme. In this method, a hierarchical mode! is 

developed from bottom up. All the coupling information required to synthesize a 

hierarchical model must be provided explicitly using digraph model and kernel 

model methods. The coupled model must be saved into, and retrieved from, the 

model base. Therefore, the models in the model base so saved are less reusable than 

those saved using both entity structure base and model base. 
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Fig. 7.2. Knowledge-Based Modelling and Simulation Methodology. 
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The second method takes advantage of the knowledge-based environment 

for modelling and simulation. In this method, the ESP-Scheme underlies the DEVS

Scheme in the sense that the ESP-Scheme organizes models in model base specified 

by the DEVS-Scheme. In the enviromnent, modelling activity consists of three subac

tivities: specification of model structure, specification of model behavior, and syn

thesis of a simulation model. 

The structure specification andlor the behavior specification may exist in 

the knowledge base. If the structure specification is there, it will be in the ENBASE 

as an entity structure. If the behavior specification exists, it will be in the MBASE as 

DEVS models. If the structural knowledge is not in the ENEASE, a modeller needs 

to specify it by building an entity structure for it using ESP-Scheme. The entity struc

ture characterizes a family of possible models. To construct one of them, the 

madeller needs to prune the entity structure. If the behavioral knowledge is not in 

the MBASE, it should be specified using the DEVS-Scheme. Only atomic models 

need be constructed although coupled models may be added to MEASE if desired. 

If both structure and behavior of a model and an experimental frame are 

specified, the structure is synthesized into a simulation model. After simulating the 

model, the modeller may need to change the structurelbehavior of the model and 

simulate it again. Once he finishes his simulation, he may save the structurelbehavior 

knowledge of the model in the ENBASE/MEASE for later use. Fig. 7.2 summarizes 

the modelling and simulation methodology using the developed environment of Fig. 

7.1. 

7.3 fuperCllbe Computer Architecture" An Example 

The kernel models-broadcast, hypercube, or cellular-are particularly 

suited to model the recently introduced computer architectures for massively parallel 
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processing. We describe modelling and simulation of a hypercube architecture in the 

developed environment as shown in Fig. 7.4. Computer models placed at the nodes 

of the hypercube (hc-NODES) are themselves kernel models, either broadcast or 

cellular. Each member of the broadcast or cellular model at a node is a processing 

element that consists of an active buffer and a processor. 

When the hypercube mode! receives an incoming problem from outside, it 

sends the problem to all nodes (if its external coupling is broadcast) or the origin 

node only (if its external coupling is origin-only). If it receives a solution of the in

coming pro!>lem from its nodes, the hypercube model sends the solution to the out

side. When a node of the hypercube receives a problem, it sand it to all processing 

elements in the node (if the node has a broadcast architecture) or to the specified 

processing element(s) (if the node bas a cellular architecture). 

The processor in the processing element is responsible for actual problem 

solving. The active buffer in the processiog element accepts incoming problems for 

solution or retransmission. The active buffer accepts the incoming problem under 

certain conditions aod sends it to the cascaded processor if the processor is free. If 

t.he conditions for acceptance are not met, the active buffer transfers the incoming 

problem to the output port unsolved, which takes a certain amount of time. The un

solved problem is retransmitted to other processing elements (the destination is 

based on the architecture of nodes) in the same node where the aetive buffer is. 

If the aetive buffer receiv'es an incoming problem while transmitting a 

problem to the unsolved port, it allows itself to be interrupted and transfers the 

problem to the output port interrupted. The unsolved problem transmitted through 

the interrupted port is retransmitted to the closest neighborhood node(s) in the hy

percube. However, if the active buffer receives an incoming problem while sending 

an unsolved problem to the port interrupted, the problem is lost. 
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The problem in designing the above parallel processing system, to be inves

tigated with simulation, is how to take advantage of the speed in searching for free 

active buffers aud processors afforded by the hypercube with nodes broadcasting/cel

lular coupled, while minimizing the overhead of problems solved more than once as 

well as not at all. 

To experiment with the model of the parallel processing system, an ap

propriate experimental frame needs to be specified and coupled to the model. The 

experimental frame module E is a digraph model containing a generator G for sending 

problems to the hypercube model, an acceptor A that makes decisions concerning 

run termination, and a transducer T, which keeps the performance statistics such as 

problems solution time, throughput, percentage of multiply solved problems, and per

centage of lost problems. 

The overall simulation model is a digraph model consisting of the ex

perimental frame and the hypercube model. By use of modelling and simulation 

methodology desctibed in section 7.2, we first specify the architecture of the overall 

simulation model shown in Fig. 73 (a). We then need to specify the behavior of 

atomic components such as generator, acceptor. transducer, active buffer, and 

processor using the DEVS-Scheme. The behavioral specification includes definition 

of internal transition function, external transition function, and output function for 

such components. To simulate an alternative architecture of nodes in the hypercube, 

we can select either broadcast or cellular coupling for its nodes in the pruning 

process. Fig. 7.3 (b) shows one such pruned entity sL-ucture in which the broadcast 

coupling is selected. By the operation transform, the overall structure is transformed 

into a simulation model, which needs to be initialized before simulation. Such in

itialization includes creating new members of both hypercube and its nodes and set-
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ling up the coupling schemes of both hypercube and broadcast. Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7 S 

shows the overall simulation model after such initialization. 
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As shown in the ahove example. the knowledge-based environment 

provides powerful facilities to construct a simulation model An advaotage of the 

developed environment over other simulation systems is that it constructs a simula

tion model from the structure knowledge represented by the appropriate entity struc

ture by applying the synthesis procedure rather than employing the means provided 

by modelling formalism. Since the structure and behavior of the simulation model 

are explicitly specified, the modeller can freely chaoge the structure and/or behavior 

of the simulation model. Such explicit specification of the structure and behavior of a 

system allows the ~·,,"m designer to evaluate performance of the systelIl with dif

ferent combinations of the structure and/or behavior. In addition, the explicit repre

sentation of.the structure and behavior of a system plays an important role in design

ing simulation-based diagnostic expert systems. The environment also serves as a 

medium for developing distributed simulation architectures for hierarchical, modular 

discrete-event models. 
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CHAPI'ER8 

CONCLUSIONS 

A knowledge-based environment for hierarchical modelling and simulation 

has been developed in a USP-based, object-oriented progrannning system as the 

major part of a larger, ongoing research project in artificial intelligence and dis

tributed simulation. The environment allows the modeller to explicitly specify struc

tural and behavioral knowledge for discrete-event systems in a hierarchical manner. 

The structural knowledge of the system can be transformed into a simulation model 

by retrieving models that represents behavioral knowledge from the model base and 

synthesizing them. In contrast to existing know~edge-based simulation systems, this 

environment has been based on theoretically well grounded formalisms-the DEVS 

formalism and the system entity structuring formalism - and the multifacetted 

modelling methodology. 

8.1 ContributioDs and Results 

To lead into the development of the knowledge-base environment, this 

work has critically reviewed related concepts such as modularity, model base, cou

pling scheme, hierarchical model development, and abstract simulator. Since the en

viromnent takes advantage of the object-oriented programing paradigm using USP, 

the object-oriented programming and the conventional progrannning paradigm have 

been compared, thereby allowing the advantages to be pointed out. To incorporate 

knowledge representation schemes in artificial intelligence within the simulation 

models, the knowledge representation schemes have been studied in the context of 

modelling . 

. -----. 
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By combining knowledge representation schemes in artificial intelligence 

with classical modelling formalisms, we have proposed a system-theoretic knowledge 

representation scbeme/knowledge base for modelling and simulation. The proposed 

knowledge ba.o;.e consists of a structural knowledge base called the entity structure 

base, representing structural knowledge of systems, and a behavioral knowledge base 

called the model base, representing behavioral knowledge of systems. The extension 

of earlier realizations of the system entity structure formalisrr., the extended ESP

Scheme, and tbat of the DEVS formalism, the extended DEVS-Scheme, makes it 

possible to implement the proposed knowledge representation/knowledge base. 

The extended DEVS-Scheme has developed new classes such as kemel

models and its subclasses and methods for the hierarchical model construction on 

any level, for creating new classes, for initiclizaticn cf kernel models before simula

tion, and for isomorphism checking. The kernel-models class can be used to model 

and simulate massively parallel computer architectures with complex topologies for 

interprocessor communication. The cellular-models, a subclass of the kernel-models, 

provides a means to build variable structure models that contain the intelligence to 

modify their own structure during a simulation run; they are therefore suited for 

modelling adaptive systems including adaptive computer architecture. 

Regarding the extension of the ESP-Scheme, representation ~d opera

tions of the entity structure have been extended as required by the extended DEVS

Scheme. In addition, the extension has developed facilities such as creating, deleting, 

saving, retrieving, and copying the entity structure. To maintain changes of entity 

structures made by the facilities, an entity structure manager has been developed. 

The rule-based search mechanism in the model synthesis process has been extended 

such that it searches the knowledge base to find the pruned entity structure cor

responding to a leaf entity of the entity structure to be transformed. The pmned ell-
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tity structure, if found, requires an invocation of transform, which is executed in a 

separate environment so as not to interfere with the current environment. As the in

verse operation of model synthesis. the inverse transformation has been developed, 

which allows the madeller to save the structures of simulated models in the 

knowledge base for later use. 

The modelling and simulation methooulog), within the developed environ

ment has been described using an example of modelling parallel computer architec

tures having a hypercube topology. each node of which has a broadcast coupling con

figuration whose component is a digraph model consisting of an active buffer and a 

processor. As shown in the example, the model has been constructed by transforming 

the structural specification of the model using the ESP-Scheme by which the DEVS

Scheme is underlain. 

Since the environment can automatically synthesize the pruned entity 

structure into the corresponding simulation model, it is easier to specify coupled 

models by defining the appropriate entity structure and applying the synthesizing 

procedure transform rather than employ the means provided by the DEVS-Scheme. 

The explicit specification of the structure and behavior of a model allows us to ex

periment with different simulation models by changing the structure andlor behavior 

of the model. 

Many examples of rule-based models and discrete-event simulation 

models, individually and in combination, havt~ been successfully run in the environ

ment, thereby demonstrating its power and potential for combining artificial intel

ligence and multifacetted modelling and simulation. 

,-. --~-------
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8.2 Applications of the Developed Environment 

The knowledge-based environment provides powerful support of simula

tion-based massively parallel computer architecture designs. Since such architectures 

have interconnected multilevel components, the hierarchical specification of the ar

chitectures is well suited to model the architectures with the high flexibility of chan

ges in interconnection topologies. Along these lines, a study on performance charac

teristics of artificial intelligence computer architectures for parallel rule processing is 

ongoing using our environment [30]. 

The developed environment serves as the vehicle for research in the 

knowledge-based design methodology using variant farnilies of design models [42]. 

[43]. [44]. The design methodology aims to facilitate evaluation of wide farnilies of 

design alternatives and component combinations. The environment facilitates the 

specification of all possible design alternatives from which candidates are selected by 

the pruning. The candidates represented by the pruned entity structures are syn

thesized into simulation models by the transformation. The models are simulated to 

evaluate performance of the design with respect to the design constraints. Such 

knowledge-based design methodology has been exemplified in the design of a local 

area network protocol [47]. 

Even though the environment has been developed for modelling and 

simulation of ~~screte-event systems, it can serve as an interface to other existing 

simulation systems including continuous simulation systems. In such an application, 

the DEVS-Scheme writes a file containing specifications that select and modify the 

computational modules residing in the existing simulation systems to drive the sys

teIns. Thus, the rnodeller can work with the system entity structure pruning interface 

rather than writing directly an extensive set of coupling specifications in an obscure 

numerical coding. One such application has been studied with successful results, 
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where our environment serves as an interface to the continuous simulation package 

TRNSYS [26]. We have also found that very little modification of the TRNSYS inter

face is needed to work with the DESIRE simulation system. 

The entity structure system itself can facilitate the definition of a natural 

language-like language, in which alternative expressions in a sentence are imple

mented by the type specialization. A language, called timed action language, defined 

by the entity structure has been developed and used in the scheduling system of an 

AI-based control system [27]. In such a control system, the language specifies short 

andlor long-tenn schedules that the real time control system carries Qut. 

The developed environment can be used as a simulation subsystem of com

puter hardware diagnostic expert systems, in which the structure and behavior of the 

computer hardware need to be explicitly specified [11], [32]. In contrast to our en

vironment, most traditional hardware description languages that describe register 

transfer behavior of the computer systems intermix the representation of the struc

ture and behavior for the compute systems to be simulated. 

8.3 Elm~ 

Work needs to be continued to extend the developed environment to 

provide more powerful support for the knowledge-based simulation and desigu. The 

following are suggested further works: 

1. Extend the environment such that it provides specification and utiliza

tion of meta-objects. The class of such meta-objects will contain the instant variables 

and methods of their associated lower-level objects class, as well as facilities for 

modifying these definitions. The concept will serve as the computational basis for the 

structure modification of adaptive systems. 
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2. Provide the environment with greater ability to make structural changes 

without having to reprune at the entity structure level. This will allow a designer to 

conveniently investigate modifications in architectural components by substitution 

rather than resynthesis. 

3. Develop primitives to enable using the structure change control within 

the model itself. These primitives support the specification of the distributed 

knowledge representation and sharing required for structure change co-ordination. 

4. Extend the environment such that it can serve as an interface with lower

level computer hardware description/simulation systems such as register transfer 

level and circuits level simulation systems. This extension aims to use the environ

ment for specifying and simulating computer architectures in all levels of architec

ture hierarchy, from as high a level as processors interconnection to as Iowa level as 

circuits. 

5. Enhance the pruning process such that an entity structure can be 

automatically pruned with respect to constraints attached to the specialization as at

tributes, which afe represented by a form of k.l,.owledge such as first-order predicates 

and rules. 
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